LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Deposit your

extinguished by the firemen. A small
hole wan burned in the roof. Damage,
about |25.
NKW ADVEKriSEM KNTi THIS WEEK. * The steamer
Percy V., which sank at her
winter anchorage in Surry bay a few
.Statement— Boston Ins Co.
weeks ago, has been raised and beached.
Statement—Old Colony Ins Co.
In bankruptcy -Chan W Hodgkins.
t^ijok lodge will observe the eightyMrs PC Logsdon—Home laundry.
ninth anniversary of the order next Mon*
Estella Allen—Employment at nursing.
day
evening at Odd Fellows hall. There
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co— Peeled poplar will be an
entertainment, followed by
bought.
All Odd Fellows
danci’vg and supper.
O W Tapley—Insurance.
with
their
f
unities are invited; also ReEllsworth Greenhouse.
be kalis.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Star theatre.
The He Ipso me how society of the BapHolt* & Stanwood—Photographers.
tist church will give a supper at the vesHappy Hour theatre.
this evening at 6 o’clock, for the benetry
Mak.'aville, Me:
0
fit of the piano fund. The committee in
T O Hanscom—Cow found.
consists of Mrs. P. A. A. Killam,
charge
v
Trkmont, Me:
Mrs. Rodney Higgins and Miss Winnie

money with the old

(Only Savings Bank

in

Ellsworth.)

Its resources above liabilities (for deposits, earned dividends and State tax' are more than ten 10) per cent.
Deposits are by law exempt from municipal taxation. Has
been In business thirty-live years and has

Paid Sixty-nine regular Semi-annual Dividends.
interest four times each vear.
Money goes
savings Banks for the asking.

Willard F Rich—Caution notice.
Bangor. Mb:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
Portland. Me:
Maine Keeley cure.
Boston:
Maybew Pub Co— Literary Guild of
amateur writers.

Home

on

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

SCHEDULE OH*

J

Southard.

The base-ball schedule of Bucksport
seminary team includes a game to be
played with Washington academy, of

Cherry field,
E

Rev. V. F. Hendee, pastor of the Methodist church here the past year, has been

MAILS,

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

Vt.,

Hendee, during

From West-711 a m, 4 .Wand 6.08 pm.
From East—11.07 a m, 12 08, J..V6 and 10. M p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT POST Oft FICB.
Going East—6.30 a m, 4 and ».30 p m.
Going West—11.46,11.80 a m, 5.80 and 9 pm.
No Sunday mall.

We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write usandwe will call on you immediately

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First National
Main Stkbkt.

FOR

Bank Bldg..

E» i.sworth. Mk.

SALE

».2l0 f**et of tan* situate on sniitb side and at foot of Sea street. Northeast
MsJit*. This lot of land is on the shore ami title given u> low-water ma> k.

Harbor,

Farm with buildings In good repair. Acres flue shore property, Ka*t Bluehlll, Me.
One 1-2 story ho*me newly Shingled and paints. New stable >x32. New hennery 13x42
with six acresot land more or less all free from rock*, with never-falling well oi water at the
door. Wood-house and carriage-house connected with the house; cut* five tons of hay. This
i*a v.fv desirable location for summer home, or (nr a market garden, being easily acessitne
to K*r Harbor markets, dltuatcd at Lainolne, Maine, a «ont two miles from r. o. coaling
itatfoo.
At a bargain—the Bfmon Flood homestead at Surry, about BO acres; l l 2 story dwelling
and stable.
Apply to 0. W. 8t F. L. Mason.

I

in

Mrs. Michael Brady and Miss Agnes are
Boston.
T. L. Hniman, of Boston, is in the city

attending

court.

Mrs. C. D. Woods, of Orono, is the guest
of Mrs. George A. Parcher.
I Frank, the young son of Frank T. Grows
| and wife, is seriously ill with tonsilitis.
| Hon. W. C. Pbiibrook, of Watervi' e,

assistant-attorney-general,
l yesterday.

|

was

in the

city

The first game scheduled for the high
school ball team is with Bluehill academy
nine at Ellsworth on May 2.

The tug Little Round Top is in commission. The schooner N. E. Ayer, with ccal
for F. 8. Lord, was towed in Sunday.

Mrs. Frank P. Noyes, of West Gouldswas the guest of Mrs. Fred Bieisdell last week, while her husband was
attending court.
Prof. Harry C. Emery, of Yale, has spent
YOU THINK THIS
the Easter recess with his parents, ChiefYour money in the Savings Institutions returns you 4 per cent.—Your money Justice Emery Lind wife. He leaves for
New Haven to-day.
in good llouds returns you 6 1--' per cent, or more. 1 have such
Itonds for sale at attractive prices.
Members of the April committee of the

l>oro,

OVER!

O. W. TAPLEY, Ellsworth, Me.
Rssl Estate

Insuranoe

it to go out this week. One
days will clear the ponds.
Francis R. McGo*n and

OilCloths,
Linoleums, 2 and

WALL

4

Druggets;

ir.

yde. wide.

yds. wide.

PAPERS.

10c to 35c a double roll.
_»_I

YOU NEVER ATE BETTER
SODA CRACKERS THAN THESE
crackers in

made in that “better”

warm

family

The “Cneedafeeda’’ club, composed of a
has
gr up of Ellsworth young ladies,
given two diuners, one at Miss Edith
Lord’s, the other at Miss Julia Cushman’s.
L. D. Foster and wife announce the engagement of their daughter Leonice H.,
to Dr. G. R. Caldwell. Dr. Caldwell, who
is in the employ of the government, has
been transferred from Alleghany, Pa., to
Boston.
The O. K. C. club will hold a candy,
May-basket and cooked food sale Saturday, April 25, from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. at the
corner of Hancock and Main streets for
the benefit of the Village improvement
society.
The remains of Mrs. James F. Davis,
who died at Chicopee Falls, Mass., Jan. 2
last, will be brought here next Tuesday,
April 28, for interment at Woodbine cemetery. There will be prayers at the grave
at 10.30.

Fire caught in the roof of the Hamor
on Hancock street, occupied by Leo
J. Wardwell, last Thursday evening. It
house

2lbbcrtionnuU3.

WHITING BROS.

Fresh, crisp, delicious

two

C. Vey Holman, of Bangor, was in Ellsworth yesterday on business. Mr. Holman is interested in the development of
the molybdenite deposits near Tunk pond.

New spring designs; large lot to select
from; 10,000 rolls particularly handsome and
up-to-date patterns

■—

Don't Be
—

air-tight, dust-proof packages,

way for which the Austin Biscuit Co.

is

fApril Fooled^
If the Gentle, Balmy Spring
Weather makes you lanquid, dull, and
listless.

famous. My patrons prefer them to all others, not only because
they are unusually fine flavored crackers, hut also because
they can depend on their purity; they know they are entirely free
from dust, germs, etc. For the children, at any meal, or for lunch,
they simply can’t be beat. Tel) me you want some at your house ;
111 send up

a

big 3-pound package

generally,

The Star, another moving picture theatre, opened to the public last Thursday,
and has been well patronzied. This theatre is in the Clark & Davis building on
Water street. It will seat 300 people.
William Coggins is proprietor; Joseph
Myrand manager. The Gem, which has
been running about two months, closed
last Saturoay. The Happy Hour, at Hancock hall, is running as usual.

Rev. W. F. Emery, Ph. D., who has been
appointed to the pastorate of the Ellsworth Methodist church, comes to Maine
from the West Wisconsin conference, in

of
the
leading
clergymen. This is bis first regular pastorate in Maine, though he has been supplying the church at Clinton fora short
time. His previous pastorates have been
in much larger towns than Ellsworth,
and the church here is considered in the
conference fortunate in securing so able a
which

he

was

mm.

Edgar R. Garland and John F. La Crosse,
both of Ellsworth, were arraigned Friday
afternoon before Judge Chapman in the
Bangor municipal court on the charge of
malicious mischief. Thfe men were alleged
to have broken

freight

seal

a

on a

Maine Central

car

ment of the costs.

The third district democrats last Wednesday nominated Samuel W. Gould, of

Skowhcgan,

for congressman.

The dele-

the convention

was over

the

delegate

from

Hancock county. E. E. Brady, of Ellsworth, E. K. Whittaker, of Bar Harbor, and

H. Fremont Maddocks, of Ellsworth, were
the candidates. Mr. Aiaddocks soon withdrew from the contest after the delegates
had gathered in the hall and joined forces
with Mr. Whittaker. The delegation had
been in consultation a good deal but could
not reach a decision, aud the choice was
finally thrown into the convention, the
balloting resulting in 127 for Brady and

forty-one for Whittaker. During the balloting cries of “Brady for Johnson” and
“Whittaker for Bryan” seemed to indicate

grounds on which the contest was
fought, though the delegates will go to
the national convention uninstructed.
the

County Road Meeting.
county road meeting, under the
auspices of the county commissioners and
the State highway department, will be held
The

at

county courthouse in Ellsworth

the

Monday, May 11,

at 1 p. m.
There are many questions arising every
day in relation to tne new State road law,
and this meeting will afford an excellent
opportunity for all selectmen and road
commissioners to become thoroughly acquainted with the law and the requirements of the State
concerning
the same. It is hoped every town will be
represented at the meeting.

department

Killed by a Fall.
East Bluehill, April 20 (special)—
the
fourteen-year-old son of Luther
Lester,
N. Bridges, of East Bluehill, died Saturday from injuries received by a fall Friday. The boy with some companions was
at a camp, and fell from an upper bunk,
striking on his side. He was injured

internally.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Hancock hall
Happy Hour theatre.
Moving pictures ana illustrated songs;
2
from
to 5; evenings, 7 to 10.
afternoons
Admission, 10c.; children under 12, at all
times, 5c.
Clark building, Water
Star theatre,
street
Moving pictures and illustrated
songs; afternoons from 2 to 5; evenings
—•

—

from 7 to 10.

General

children, 5c.

admission, 10c.;

Wednesday April 22, 6 p. m., at Baptist
vestry—Supper by Helpsomehow society;

for 23c.

15

cents.

J.

A.

HAYNES,

the "cash down■■ grocer.

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

house, Ellsworth— County road meeting
under auspices of county commissioners
and State commissioner of highways.
State
Tuesday, May 12, at Ellsw orth
convention of Knights of Columbus.
—

jUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.
lectrical
Full Unci of

ELECTRICAL

:r«.
0,’“-

....

W?- '»eitend
bridge),

Ellsworth.

Twenty-five
Long distance telephone, Cl.

cents.

ENTERED

IN

THIS VICINITY.
QUEEN

LAKE

COrTAORS

PLUNDERED—TWO
THIEVES

OF

HAVE

AND

No Yellow

CAMPS

ALLEGED
BEEN

Specks,

ARRESTED.

serioa ol cottage and camp robberi s
Shady Nook was made
public last week, though the officers have
been quietly working o.i the case .for two
weeks past. City Marshal Braun, of Ellsworth, has been active in running down
the thieved, and it is largely through his
efforts that two of the men charged w ith
A

at Green Lake and

the robberies have been

No lumps of alkali, are
left in the biscuit or
cake when raised with
Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,
sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen food.

apprehended.

Percival T. Dix and Norman Higgins,
both of Tremont, are nowr under arrest,
and two indictments for breaking and
entering have already been found against
them.
The

first clue received

Tuesday, April 7, when

here

was

on

three young mea

left

a number of guns with a young man
in Ellsworth, with directions to ship their ,
if not sold here, to Gardner, Mass. This
was the day following the break in C. W.
Grindal’s store on Water street.
City- Marshal Brann was at work on
that case, and learned of the guns being
left in Ellsworth. It was soon learned
that the guns had been stolen from the
Miller cottage at the head of Green Lake.

Acting on the clue furnished, the officers at Gardner, Mass., were notified to
arrest any one inquiring for a box of guns
Boon reports of other
from Ellsworth.
breaks began to come in. Shady Nook as
well as Green Lake had been visited.
THE THIEVING

HOYAl BAKIHO EOWQgW CO., NfW VOWIt.

TRIP.

The story of this thieving trip begins
McKinley, the home of Dix. There an
unoccupied cottage was entered, and some
damage done. A boat was stolen at McKinley, and the men started for E11bworth, stopping on the way at Shady
Nook, where every one of the twelve cot-

Republican Caucus.

at

A republican caucus was held at Hancock
hall to-day at 2 o’clock.
H. fi. Davis,
chairman of the city committer, read the
call. F. C. Burrill was chosen chairman;
W. E. Whiting secretary.
The following were elected delegates to
the district convention to be held at
Waterville, April 29 : F. F. Simonton, H.
E. Davis, C. C. Burril’, R. M, Campbell, R.
E. Mason, F. C. Burrill, T. F. Mahoney.
Alternates: H. E. Hamlin, F. W. Rollins,
J. O. Whitney, Charles M. Witham, Henry
Whiting. O. W. Tapley, R. B. Holmes.
The delegates to the State convention to
be held at Portland on April 30 were as
follows: H. E. Hamlin, F. W. Rollins, J.
O.
Chas. M. Witham, Henry

was broken
into, some small arThe
ticles stolen and others destroyed.
depredations here were not as great, howrever, as those later at Green Lake.
Arriving at Ellsw orth, the stolen boat
was sold, and the thieves went to Green
Lake.
AT GREEN LAKE.

tages

At the head of Green Lake the Miller,
Webster, Parkhurst, Neally, Connor and
Daub cottages were entered. The thieves

evidently spent
was

one

night

Whitney,

at the Connor

Whiting, O. W. Tapley, R. B. Holmes.
Alternates: F. F. Simonton, H. E. Davis,
C. C. Burrill, R. M. Campbell, R. E. Mason,
F. C. Burrill, T. F. Mahoney.
The delegations were given power to till
vacancies.

At all the cottages much property

cottage.

destroyed

and

some

articles stolen.

From the Miller cottage three gun«.
ritle, several boxes of ammunition and
tishing tackle were stolen.
The thieves exchanged their old clothing
for new where they found it, and stole
bedding and small articles. At one cottage a new canoe was deliberately smashed

one

to

Nominated by the Governor.

Among nominations by Gov. Cobb recently announced are the following in

pieces.

Hancock connty:

From the head of the lake the thieves
down to the lower lake, visiting the

Notary public-Henry

came

camps

were

31>b(riuumnu&.

Remember!
j

recovered.
ARRESTS.

From Green Lake the thieves returned
to Ellsw orth on April 6, bringing some of
the stolen goods. That night the Grindal
store and the Beechland school house were
entered. The next day the guns were left, i
as before stated, and the three young men
implicated left on the noon train. Dix
and Higgins went through to Massachusetts, but their companion, who has not
yet been arrested, sto] ped off at his home
in Maine.
Dix went to Gardner, Mass., and theie,
on Wednesday
last, he married Nelli'
Johns, an eighteen-year-old high schoil
girl of excellent family, w hom he had met
during a previous residence in that vicinity. The story that this was an elopement ;
is denied, as the girl’s mother told City
Marshal Brann that she was married with
her consent, and that she was present at
the marriage.
Dix was arrested as he arrived at the
station in Gardner Saturday night, on his
return from a short wedding trip with bis
bride of four days. City Marshal Brann
went to Gardner Monday, and returned
with Dix this morning.
Higgins spent only a short time in
Massachusetts. He was arrested last evening on his return to his home in Bass Harbor, by Cons ta Lie George Bunker, at the instigation of Sheriff Mayo. Deputy Sheriff
Fernald will bring him to Ellsw’orth to-

day

Dix is twenty years of age. As a boy he
lived in the family of Esker Jordan on the
Haines farm near the foot of Green lake,
and so was familiar with the vicinity.
Both Dix and Higgins have served terms
in a reform school.
A mileage book alleged to have been
stolen at tne Grindal store was found in the
of Dix when he was arrested.
City Marshal Brann has information
tending to show- that most of the goods
stolen from Green Lake cottages and
camps are hidden in the woods in »the
vicinity of Green Lake. The boys were
planning to return here in a week or two.

tion.
Thursday, April 30,1.30 p. m., at Portland
Republican State convention to
nominate delegates to national convention.

We make all sizes of
from
photographs in

enlargements

crayon, water color,
sepia, and bromide
at one-half the price

charged by traveling
agents.
Call in and

see

samples.

Orders will be taken for
framing at the same time
if you so desire.

Holtz & Stanwood,
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
Ellsworth, Me.

Main St.,

TIME TO PAINT
the BEST is

Patton’s Sun-Proof.
BUY it of

M. M. MOORE,
*

ELLSWORTH FALLS,

WALL PAPER.
ALL MY NEW SPRING STOCK
NOW IN, AT ATTRACTIVE
PRICES. A FEW BARGAINS IN
YEAR’S
LEFT.
LAST
STOCK

—

E.

G

MOORE,
druggist,

Cor.
The

opposite

Postotiice.

Rexail

Store.

_

Beginning to-morrow, April 28, the Woman’s
Exchange will be closed forenoons, except on
Wednesdays and Saturdays, the days of the
food sale, until May 11.—4dv<.

J.
Main Street.

A.

Ells-

Justice of the peace—John R. Shuman,
Great Pond.

stroyed.

The camp of Woodward and Orcutt was
next visited, and the destruction and
theft repeated, though this camp did not
suffer as badly as the others.
William Wilson’s camp was practically
cleaned out. Mr. Wilson, who discovered
that these camps had been visited, showed
up at his camp to spend a night. He
found the camp stripped of everything
but a sugar bowl and one blanket. He
did not stop long.
At the foot of the lake the Woodruff and
The
McDonald cottages were visited.
thieves made their headquarters apparently for several days at Camp Comfort,
owned by C. L. Morang. This camp is on
the eastern shore of the lake, and not as
Here
much frequented as the others.
some of the articles stolen from the other

Hall,

M.

worth.

Ellsworth camps. At Cneeda Best camp,
everything eatable was stolen, also six or
eight blankets, some camp utensils, axes,
M jch damage was done. The
saws, etc.
thieves enjoyed icc boating with the two
One of the
boats found at this camp.
boats, with sail standing, was left at t he
The sails were defoot of the lake.

STATE.

FOE SALE AT THE

Collection of eight choice varieties for

COTTAGES

Wednesday, April 29,11 a. in., at Waterville—Third district republican conven-

Burpee’s Sweet Pea Seeds
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

SUPPLIES

wihND F,XTllRes (
7U
ammLC
w M. MOOR
MO
s
^<i[«

MANY

Friday, April 24, at high school building—Entertainment by Bridge hill division V. I. society.
Cooked food and possession
Saturday, April 25
May-basket sale by O. K. C. club.
Friday, May 1, at Odd Fellows hall—
May party by High street division of the
Village improvement society. Tickets, 35c.
Friday, May 8, at Hancock ball -“The
Girl of Twenty Summers,” by U. of M.
dramatic club, followed by dance.
Monday, May 11,1 p. m.,at county court
—

vatmcctiMnunts.

CAMP ROBBERS

one

gates to the national convention elected
are Dr. E. L. Jones, of Waterville; Samuel
W. Go >ld, of Skow-hegan, and Edw'ard E.
and
of
The enterraimient, ball
supper
Brady; of EiJsworth. George B. Stuart
City hose eompauv at Hancock hall Mon- wasrt-elected
the Hancock county member
day evening was well attended. MonaThe tight of
ol the district committee.
ghan's crchcatra furnished music.

Straw Mattings, Chinese, Japanese
Plain White, Colors anil Figured Designs.
1, 1 1-2 and 2

or

have
gone to East Mat hias where they will take
charge of the mill boarding-house of the
East Mathias Lumber Co.

CARPETINGS.
and
Cotton, Linen anil Wool.

pastorate

Wednesday night, and to have
ridden to Washington Junction. The judg-ment was probable cause and as neither
could furnish bonds of
they were com| Congregational church are requested to mitted to jail to await flOO,
trial at the August
meet in the chapel next Friday afternoon
term of the
court. John Wilson
circle.
with the sewing
supreme
represented tne Maine Central railroad
Investments | Mrs. A. W.
Greely and Miss Nancy M. company and Daniel E. Hurley, of EllsI
Dutton are home from Bucksport, where worth, the respondents. Herbert S. Alexthey were called by the death of their ander, of Ellsworth, who was alleged to
aunt, Mrs. Sewall Swazey.
have been with the others but not equally
The ice in the ponds hereabout is very culpable, was not bound over. The charge
weak, and local fishermen are looking for against him was noL proaaed upon pay-

WHITING BROS
Carpets, Rugs

to the church at Bellows Falls,
which he received a call. Mr.
his
here, has
made « great many friends and admirers
not only in his church, but also among the
who will regret
townspeople
hi«* departure. He will leavfe here next
week.

appointed
from

effect Oct, 7, 1907.
MAILS RECEIVED.

We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.

at Ellsworth, on May 13.
seen a good game of ball
for several years, and will give the ball
players hearty and impartial welcome.

Ellsworth hasn’t

N

AT KLLMWoKTH FOSTUKFICE.

In

was

THOMPSON,
Ellsworth,

ME.

We

ChrMtun

to omit the

compelled

are

Endeavor column thia

^Ull'kU U\ "*».»T

week.__

Its Motto:

7 7rnty news.'
HtEMUit

Count*

\e*r%

FRANKUN.
Miss Bernice Dunn was in Ellsworth < n
week.
last
business
Mrs. F. E. Pettengill, of West Sullivan,
was in town Sunday.
Mrs, Adelaide Dunn is spending the
k at Gouldsboro.
Harold Wilbur, who was down from
Bangor to spend Sunday, returned

Monday.

Georgia Sea mm on Davis, of Eddington, is the guest of her cousin, Mrs.
Emery Smith.
The two-masted schooner John SBeat ham, is at the wharf loading paving
for W. B. Blaisdell & Co., for New York.
Mrs.

si) communications

B.

Eilswortb, visiting

friends.

Mrs. J. A. Hill, Mrs. A. H. Taft and
Mrs. S. D. Sargent spent Easter Sunday in
Bar Harbor.
Fred Baker and wife and F. T. Wood
and wife of Steuben, spent Sunday with
triends in town.
F. V. Jordan, wife and daughter, of
"Winter Harbor, visited B. F. Leighton
and wife last week.
Miss Edna Bunker has gone to West
Sullivan to stay with her mother, who is
at work for Mrs. A. P. Havey.
Mrs. Abbie Gouldsboro and Miss CaroMcClure, of South Gouldsboro, spent
Saturday night with friends here.
line

a large and appreLast Sunday
ciative congregation listened to an able
Easter sermon in the Union church by
Rev. Mr. Morris, of New York. The floral
decorations were very pretty. It is hoped
Mr. Morris will be heard here again this

morning

L.

20.

MOUNT DESERT.

day morning.
Burton Fernald, who has been attending the Rockland commercial college, is
for his vacation.

Twelve from here have

recently joined

enjoyed the harvest supper Friday.
Miss Lawson arrived at her cottage Saturday. Her two nieces. Misses Dorothy
and Bunny Lawson, accompanied her.
The Somesville ball nine played with
the Beech Hill nine Saturday afternoon.
Score 24 to 9 in favor of Somesville.
The Easter concert Sunday evening was
a decided success, showing much training
on the part of the several teachers.
All of
the exercises were fine, especially the
“Lily Drill” given by nine young ladies
dressed in white, carrying lilies, also ihe
quartettes by young ladies. A tenor solo
“The Palms” by Rev. Mr. Jenkins, was
much enjoyed, also his remarks at the
close.

Rex.

20.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Jennie Hatch has engaged the

school at North Orland and
work this week.

Many

farmers

are

planning

!

j
I

In addressing yon each and all in the
column 1 have had rather a preference to
call you “M. B. Friends5', as some of you
may have noticed, but the letters and
Easter greetings and the sympathy and

j

j

interest awakened

ence. as well as the
other, can most

by

the personal experiremembrance of each

fittingly be expressed in
that on-.- word, “Mataais,” for we share
our sorrows and our joys.
N. writes:
1 have

meant to aeDd something to the colconcerning Celia Thaxter. I met her
and have her autograph among my girlhood treasures. She was a gracious and beau-

umn
ouce,

1

tilul

|

woman.

you are better you can tell
us more about her.
N. has, herself, been
shut in for some months, and she tells me
!
be^in Are is ill. We
hope when the warm days
I

hope when

summer

will
to

plant

of

!

spring come

to

us

you will both im-

in health.

1

Eugene Gross prove
E. A. G. writes that her arm has been so
has purchased a new potatoe planter.
b„*en able to do
I lame that she has not
Rev. Mr. Bryant is attending conference much
She sayB
writing this winter.
at Houlton.
He has served thi9 charge further:
acceptably for three years, and will be asI
It
was
of
in
the
column
that no one
spoken
signed a new field at thi9 conference.
mentioned anything about the Quaker
During his pastorate here several have i had
Whittier, so am
been added to the church, and the church poet. about him. I sending you some clipthe
M.
B. friends
pins
hope
here
potatoes than

ever.

has been much improved.
building
It is generally thought that the new pastor will reside at the Bay instead of North
Penobscot which has been the home of
Methodist ministers for more than half a

century.

April

will write lots of letters this summer.
the column and the interesting letters.

H.

I like

We will comply with this suggestion,
and take Whittier soon, but not this
week, for 1 have some rare, good letters
for you all from some of the nieces older
and younger in point of adoption.

1

20.

I

ATLANTIC.
Skba'.o Lake, April 10, *08
Otis Albee has sold his 24-foot sloop to Dear Aunt Madge and Shat era:
parties in Rockland.
I suppose
are all busy as can be, but
j
you
Miss Lizzie Burns is spending a
few ! I've got my braided rugs all done now and
days with her parents, WTilliam Burns and have commenced on the spring cleaning.
!
I
waDt
to
give you a recipe to have for
wife.
Easter, and hope you will get it in time
Boil
J. Lynch, of Dorchester, Mass., a regu’ar a» many eggs as
your family will nceu ut one ]
summer visitor here, is at the Anchorage
meal. Boil them hard, peat auu put in servj
for a few days.
ing aish. Make a white sauce with l-i pound
butter. ! 1-2 cup milk, boil and thicken with
little flour, season with salt and pepper,
over the eggs while all are hot. and serve.
any ot the sisters like these, please report.
I’ve been trying to get my John to respond
to Aunt Madge's invitation to “air his grievances,” but he only laughs and savs “Your
Aunt Madge is a fraud!” I’ve come to the
conclusion that the Johns are all “fraid cats.”
Don’t forget to have a small whisk brush to
aid in the housecleaning work. 'Tis the greateat labor-saver in washing windows and all
corners and crevices. I keep one to wash my
iron sink and have it always handv. and ’tis
so easily
cleaned, too. Once get using one,
you will never be without it.
With best wishes to all the sisters.

Easter services were held in the Baptist
church by Rev. H. Purrington, the choir

a

pour
If

giving

some acceptable Easter selections.
The open season for lobsters began April
and
the fishermen are busy getting
16,
their traps down. Lobsters are selling

for 20 cents each.

April 20.

S.

SOUTH SURRY.
8. W. Wilder is spending a few days
the
here,
guest of E. M. Cunningham.

|
J

H. M. Thayer, of Stonington, who has
been fox hunting at the end of the Neck
for a few days, returned to
Long Island

Friday.

Dear M. B. Frienda:
First tet me thank you all for the pretty
cards
you have sent me—for I have received
several since I thanked you last.
What a dear Aunt Madge we have! I wonder if we half appreciate her and the work
she does in making our column so interesting- O, Dell, and all the others who are interested in the temperance reform, I
hardly
dare let myself out on that question. I know
some of you read the Union
Signal, and isn’t
it full of good things.
I had the
privilege of hearing Rev. Dr. Wilber F. Crafts speak a short time ago.
He
spoke on the “Congress of the United States '.
Last week I attended the convention of the
Suffolk county W. C. T. U.—a splendid meet-

Dexter Young has a situation on a farm
in the vicinity of Bangor. He
expects to
be away about eight months.
Josiah Cunningham is very ill with

rheumatism.

Volney Coggins joined the schooner |
Wesley Abbott last Wednesday for a trip |
to Machias to load laths for New York.
Fred Curtis leaves for Portland to-day
to pass a medical examination for admittance to the sanitarium at Hebron.

April

20._

Tramp.

WEST TREMONT.
The W. T. I. 9. met with Mrs. Otis Walls
In spite of the rain, a goodly

ing.

I have enjoyed the articles about Celia
Thaxter, Charles Kingsley, O. W. Holmes, and
hope to see other names taken up the same

Wednesday.

number was present.
The society will
meet April 22 and clean the church to have
it in readness for a new’ pastor.
Mrs. Dora Carver Pray, of
Ellsworth,
and Nancy Carver Robertson, of Sullivan,
w ho have been
visiting their sister, Mrs.
Eliza Rumill, and other relatives here,
have gone to Southwest Harbor to visit
another sister, Mrs. Robie Norw
sr.

the convention I met one of your—our—
old friends—Mrs. Ella Mason. She is just as
jolly and social as ever.
Spring has arrived in Boston and spring
bats —oh, such immense conceptions of straw,
flowers and feathers, and grasses and more
straw, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., and
ditto, ditto, till one feels a sort of pity for the
devotees of fashion who feel obliged to
wear them.
The great attraction this week «the grand
opera, and for Boston, without aoubt, Miss
Geraldine Farrar is the leading attraction.
At

>

ood,

Mrs. Zulma S. Clark, wl^o spent two
weeks with her daughter, came home
Saturday.
Thelma.
April 20.
Mr. B is very proud of his ancient lineage, and never lets slip an opportunity to
boast of it. At dinner where he had been
unusually rampant on this snbject, a fellow guest quieted him by remarking: “If
you climb mnch further up your family
tree you will come face to face with the I

monkey.

Have they proof that Lydia E.
Pinkham's V egetable Compound has
cured thousands of these women ?
Come and See.

This advertisement is only for
doubters. The great army of women
who know from their own personal
experience that no medicine in the
Dear Mutuuls:
world equals Lydia E. Pinkham's
I suppose I receive the nicest personal
Vegetable Compound for female ills
letters that ever one aunt came into posand being bensession of. I wish the writers knew jast will still go on using
how my heart responds to the various cir- efited by it; but the poor doubting,
cumstanoes, conditions and thoughts those suffering woman must, for her own
letters contain; how much I appreciate
sake,be taught confldence.forsheal.so
each and every one of them and how helpful they are to me.
might just as well regain her health.

Rev. Mr. Jenkins, of Bangor, preached
an able sermon at the Union church Sun-

Mountain View grange at West Eden and

Come and See.

found content.”

“Arise!" cried the waiting angel. “Come first
of the ones that wait.
For you are the voices singing, for you do we
ope the gate;
So great as has been thy labor, so great shall
be thy reward."
Then he gave the Little Woman the glory of
the Lord.
Selected by E. A. G.

reason.

more

What Does This Sign Mean ?

—

Mrs. F. P. Noyes spent last week in

April

permanently attached
to the from of the main building of
the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Company, Lynn, Mass.

—

WEST GOULDSBORO.
was in Colombia last week

home

State Master Stetson has issued the fol“My attention has
lowing statement:
| been called to an article published in *evthat 1 have issued
in
State
the
t-ral
papers
|
I hu oracr prohibiting darning in grange
I lulls. Dancing dl connection with the
I grange meetings has been prohibited for
The rule is still in force,
several years.
and no further edict has been issued to
regulate of control the pastime at other
than grange meetings.”

It means that public inspection of
the Laboratory and methods of doing
She sat near the shining portal, and looked at business is honestly desired. It means
LAMOINE.
the surging crowd
that there is nothing about the busOf them that were kings and princes, of them
grange held its regular meetthat were rich and prouu;
iness which is not open and above- ; I^imoine
ing with forty-nine members and one
And suuden she trembled greatly, for one board.”
visitor from Bluehill present. After busiwith a brow like flame
It means that a permanent invita- ness, the lecturer presented a short proCame to her and hailed her gladly, and spoke
to her her name.
tion is extended to anyone to come gramme. The remarks by Hro. Grieve, oi
were enjoyed by all.
The queshe
and verify any and all statements iducnui,
“Come, enter the jeweled gateway.
“How often should seed potatoes be
“for the prize is thine:
iVV made in the advertisements of Lydia tion:
and where should they be prowork
was
von
rendered
exchanged
in
life
work
that
The
was discussed by the members.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. cured
that was fair and fine;
80 coroe. while the rest stand waiting, and
Is it a purely vegetable compound
enter in here and now—
PENOBSCOT.
made from roots and herbs
withA crown of the life eternal is waiting to press
Penobscot grmge met Friday evening.
thy brow.”
out drugs ?
was
The meeting
opened in form with
Then trembled the Little Woman and cried: Come and See.
Worthy Master Leach presiding. Nearly
“It ruay not be I.
I)o the women of America continu- all the officers were present. It was voted
Here wait they that wrought with greatness,
a meeting Friday, April 24, but
so how may I pass them by?
ally use as much of it as we are told ? anot to holdentertainment
instead, the proI carved me no wondrous statues: I painted Come and See.
public
no wondrous things,
ceeds to go into the grange treasury. The
Was there ever sueh a person as
I spake no tremendous sayings that rang in
xecutive committee lor the year 1HG8 was
the ears of kings.
I.vdia E. Pinkham, and is there any appointed by the chair; also a committee
Mrs. Pinkham now to whom sick
“I toiled in my little cottage. I spun and I
Auer a long recess, during-which the
baked and swept.
woman are asked to write ?
themselves
I sewed and I patched and mended—O, lowly
youuger members enjoyed
Conic and See.
the bouse 1 kep.!
v laying games, a short programme was
I sang to iuy little children, I led them in
Is the vast private correspondence | j.rts« iiteu, consisting of a ••iNunanihy an'
worthy ways.
women
conducted by vv' reading by Carrie L. Perkins.* and
And so I might not grow famous: I knew none with sick
grange locals by B. E. Yarn uni.
but care-bound days.
women only, and are the letters kept
NoiW uhstanaing the almost arctic chill
?
confidential
of the night, some thirty-five patrons were
“So was it oy night and morning, so was it by strictly
week and year;
Come and See.
assembled, and all were well repaid for
I worked with my weary fingers through days
Have they really got letters from ibeir trouble. Much interest is being
that were bright or drear.
manifested in
work here, and the
And I have grown old and wrinkled, and I
over
one
million, one hundred grange hopes grange
soon to
add n.pny new
have grown gray and bent;
'<
thousand
women
members.
correspondents
I ask not for chants of glory now that I have

Carroll

J

He Got What He Needed.
“Nine years ago it looked as if my time
had come,” says Mr. C. Farthing, of Mill
Creek, Ind. Ter. “I was so run down that
life

hung
very slender thread. It was
then my druggist recommended Electric
Bitters. I bought a bottle and I got what
I needed—strength. I had one foot in the
grave, but Electric Bitters put it back on
the turf again, and I’ve been well ever
since.” Sold under guarantee at E. G.
Moose’s drug store. 50c.
on a

■

Gastine grange.

j
This sign is

One of the Little Women, she come up
heaveu's gate:
And seeing the throng was pressing, she
signed that she fain would wait,
“For I was not great nor uooic,” she said; *‘I
was poor and plain.
And should I go boldly forward I know it
would be in vain

W. J. Merritt
on business.

April

Pomona grange with

I

at

20.

Mountain Pomona with Cushman grange,

j Gouldaboro.
of Hancock
j Saturday, May 16-Meeting
1

to

An outbreak of diphtheria in the home
schools hastened their departure East.
Mr. Springer will remain in Norway,
Mich., several weeks before joining his

family.
April

|

AMFKICA*.

ONE OF THE LITTLE WOMEN.

Doyle,

Gouldsboro Monday, accomDunn, who will spend
several days.
Mrs. L. F. Springer and children. Misses
Vida and Meta and Master Leslie, are expected Tuesday to occupy Green Gables.
outing

panied by

DATES.

to

THE

reason.

Wednesday, April 29-Meetin£of Green

Ellsworth. Me.

who is keeping
boarding-house at West Sullivan, has
rented her house here to Austin McNeil
and family.
Dr. H. F. Collins returned from a week’s
Hannah

good

writer will not be printed except by p#md»»'*«»i.
Cominuni'SKtlons will he subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Addrrs*

Among the other interesting things is the
which draws crowds every day.
Hippodrome,
Now for a household hint or two.
Try putting a spoonful of flour in your custard pie. Mix it thoroughly with the sugar.
It blends with the milk and eggs, and I
th nk your custard will never whey.
Wnen frying fish or anything wfcen the fat
flies, fold a paper and lay it over the top of
the spider. It can be burned when you are
done using it.
When you boil fresh fish, put a tablespoon
or two of vinegar in the water and your fish
will not break in pieces.
Try putting a small dish of vinegar on the
stove to kill the smell of cooking boiled dinner,

cabbage,

etc.

If your men folks wear black shirts and the
wrist bands wear out-cut off as far as the
sleeve is worn and sew on to the sleeve the
top of a man's cotton stocking—as long as
you need it—let the ribbed top make the wrist
O, dear, as usual my letter if too long and I
half done. Regards to all til II come
Naili.il.

am not

again.

MOUNTAIN VIEW.

WEST EDEN.

Mountain View grange held

its

regular

meeting Friday evening, with forty-seven
numbers
present and thirty-two viaitou

from Bay View and one each from Pamela,
Bayside and Pt. Passadumkeag granges,

degree was conferred on eight
• andidates, and
the fourth on nineteen,
after w hich a tine harvest feast was served.
The lecturer presented an interesting progiamine. The first degree will be conriit-third

ferred at the next

meeting.

SCHOODIC, FRANKLIN.
Sc hoodie grange held a regular meeting
witn
16,
twenty-seven members and
April
The second degree
six visitors present.
conferred on one candidate.
was
The
third and fourth degrees will be worked
6.
at the next meeting, May
Ice-cream and
cake will be served.
HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange held a special
meeting Friday evening for business. The
next regular meeting will be April 25.
Tfipre will be a dance in the grange hall
May 1.
HARVEST

_

ARBUTUS, SURRY.
Arbutus grange met April 17, with a
The committee apgood attendance.
pointed to devise ways and means to build
a hall made a
report, and it was
voted to make tne committee permanent
until some method was adopted that
would be satisfactory. Any suggestions
should be placed before the committee to
be acted upon and reported at the next
Members are requested to be
meeting.
present and talk the matter over.

partial

_

Ellsworth,

April 12,1908

Dear Mu'uals.
May this glad Easter time with its sweet
message, Christ has risen, find a glad echo in
all oar hearts, and all through the coming
days may we remember Christ is the ressurectioo and the life, and if we believe in Him we
shall live with Him in that land that is fairer
than day. Perhaps we ail need to pray, “Lord,
help thou mint unbelief." May the heavenly
graces spring np and blossom in all our hearts
and lives.
To the discouraged ones let me say, do not
give up because you feel that you are bearing
no
fruit for the Master, but remember first
come the tiny leaves then the stalk, and as
they mature we have the blossom# and then
the fruit or seed.
I put in my first garden seed yesterday, and
should be greatly astonished to gather a crop
of blossoms at ouce. ho with th». seed of truth
in our hearts, it must be carefuilytended and
cultivated and the weeds of uu uth, seltishness aLd prejudice uprooted before the beautiful plants of truth and love can make a vigorous growth in oar hearts and lives.
There are so many good and helpful things
in our coiumu aud I am sure all we older ones,
who have stood by our dear Aunt Madge and
tried to keep her supplied with copy through
the rush of house cleaning and other busy
times, give to the new members a cordial welcome, for it does seem good to see a new name
added to our already large family, and we are
more than willing, yes, we are glad to yield
them a large share of the space, but not quite
all of it, for we waut to keep enough for Meb’s
cheery letters, for they show us what a lone
woman can do when left to fight life’s battles
for herself.
We do not forget Grandma F., Aunt Maria,
Ego 2. and others from whom we have not
heard for a long time. With KaRter greetings
to all the writers aud readers of The American, even to those that ski p the M. B. column,
we give our best Easter wishes.
Sister B.
I thank you all for your words of enWe cannot fail
to be
couragement.
benefitted by the noble and uplifting ideas
th$t each week are found in the letters of

a

pro-

plan*-

pecially

communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given K in this respect- Communications must l»e slgneii. but the name o'

we

Mrs.

"Helpful and Hopeful

The
and

This column is devoted to the Grunge, esALAMOOBOOK, EAST ORLANDto the granges of Hancock county.
I AlamooNtKik giange held its regular
The column is open to all grangers for the
j
Saturday evening, with a good
meeting
and
discussion of topics of general interest,
attendance. The third and fourth degrees
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters were conferred in a very pleasing manner.
short and concise* All communications must A bountiful supper was served by the sisAfter recess a fine programme was
bt signed, but uames will not be printed ex- ! ter*.
visitors from Harcept by permission of the writer. All com- pres« nted. There were
vest
Home, Arbutus and Highland granges.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
K A STB ROOK.

THE COME AND SEE SIGN

MAUwk".

The purpose* of ibis column are succinctly
staled in ihe title and motto— it is lor the iuuius
benefit, and aluis to be nelpful and hopeful
Being f*-r tbe common good. U Is f*r the corn
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of it*
formation and suggestion, a medium forth#-in
terchangeof ideas. In this capacity It aolleiP

*c*

work, game* were played.
I gramme waa enjoyed by nil,
i ant evening was psssed.

3tnong tl)t ©rangers.

brnctit (fioininn.

.•tintndI

HHI8TIAN ENDEAVOR.

GOOD

WILL, AMHERST.

s/lable ?
cpon William
flr.«

Ann.

gave'it '^''""'1th*

“BtaoJ’ ^i

mid:

.he^oughiVatw*0

farther." Ann. Mid
th» nicest conumdram »he had
ever

AVOID KXTRKMK

FATIOCK

tb.t bring, inl0
wlon
7
ma.cle of the body is
.beolutely n,
in
the
enry
attainment of health
and
feet physical development.

were

erciee to

adopted:

Whermt, Our chain has again been broken
by she death of our friend and brother. Herbert Piper, we a* a fraternal body desire to
express our deep appreciation of hi* life.
We dare not ask why we are called upon U>
meet this loss, as it is not for ua to question
the decree cf our Divine Master; therefore
be it
*«».«»<• M. That, in respect of our brother
Herbert Piper, we. Greenwood grange, extend
«>nr heartfelt sympathy to the faintly of our
d»ceased brother, that our charter be draped
and our badges tamed for a period of thirty
days; be it further
HmMmt. That a copy of these resolutions
be placed on our records, also sent to the BanAmerican
gor <v>-!m*»»nnl and Ellsworth
for publication, and a copy sent to the be1,1 mr WILLIAMS.
reaved familyA. P. Bcnkkr.
('ora Kixomax.

Importance of
{From the School

4rta

Book for

Tired brain worker.

especially needs,

the .uppl, of
blood in the
bmin, for new blood will give
^
thought .nd new ideas.
renew

To.void that “all in"
feelinga;ter,
violent or unu.iul exercise,
Sloan s ]
inent should be used an a
rub-down
Mr. Harry K.
Gilman, instruct,,,
athletics, 417 Warren Street,
Koii,ur,
Mas... write.: “During my
connection
with athletic and
athlete., will MyuJ
I have used Sloan'* Liniment in
ritren*
caw. of fatigue after
physical exertion
where an ordinary rub would
not pr
beneficial, with splendid success. 1
also used it in massaging
elderly ,m.r,
tlicted with rheumatism.

always keep a bottle around tbs
for any household
emergency, andl
always tarry one in my grip, and win is
the future."
“We

April.J

house

recent letter from William J. Long,
“At the
this noteworthy passage:
moment the birds, as a class, are
far more important to man than are ail
He could get on
his domestic animals.
withont the latter, as he did once before;
but without the birds, insect life would
multiply till crops an«l human life would
be impossible.”
Later in the letter Mr.
Long adds:
“Cats, viewed through man’s or nature's
The balance
eyes, are harmful creatures.
against them is enormous. They destroy a
thousand times their own value in bird life.*
and in our homes they are prolific breeders of
thrust and lung diseases.
I have examined
perhap* two hundred cat* without findtog
one teat, in my judgment, was fi* to live in
the same room'with children. Kittens for a
very short time, and cals that live whol'y out
of door* are reasonably free from disease. A
very few help somewhat to keep ri -wn vermin: but the 11st majority ought to he killed
at oace in justice to the birds and to ourIn

Kxkrc.e

a

occurs

present

8uch facts as these should be published
the country. Since we must
choose, sooner or later, between cat* and
the birds of passage, let us choose now,
and act accordingly. “The Bird* of Killingw orth” should* be read aloud in every
schoolroom in the land, every spring.

throughout

ttaicaaBt »nt>

mmm
rL_
Commencing Nov
BAR

Itching piles provoke profanity, but profanity won’t cure them. Doan’s Ointment
cures’ itching, boeding or protruding pi’es
after years of suffering. At any drug store.—
Artri.

iBi&ital.

Only One 'TksPr
Ellsworth People Give Credit Where

25, 1((07.
HARBOR TO BANGOR.
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If you haven’t the time to exercise

Credit is Due.
People of Ellsworth who suffer with sick
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Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.11 a m and Uftf
aud arriving Ellsworth 11.07 a n>. 10.52 pa.
connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stop on signal to conductor,
g Stops only to leave passengers from pc ilk
east of Waahington Junction.
These trains connect st Bangor with throufl
trains on Main Line, to and from PortitM,
Boston and St John.

varied from

pain.
severe

and

dull

a

ache to

At
a

times it

CUTIS

HON. WILLIAM T. COBB »nrt

most acute

AUSTIN, Receivers.

Last election day 1 had one of the
spells, could hardly stand the pain

it

difficult to stoop

was

over

or

straighten up. If I sat down it was hard
THKEK-TRIP MSKVICE.
to rise again.
1 read a good deal aboot
Commencing Monday. April t.
^
Doan’s Kidney Pills curing backacne, and Bar Harbor at 11 a in *o»d*y-, WedoeiflB
■*
SEDGWICK.
ami Saturdays for Seal Harbor. \.*rtM*M
a box.
use of this one box
The
procured
M
tven,
m*r. jHiutiiwe*t tiai bor. Norih
Sedgwick grange held a regular meeting
^
«it' -tean1”*
Ion
and
connecting
Rockland,
w
April 17, ith Brother R. C. Closson, past effected a cure afid I was quite free from Bo* ton
master, in the chair; thirty members presSt-mmer leaves Blueht 1 at • * ®»%I9
ent. The lecturer’s programme was short the trouble until the fall, when 1 noticed
^
and 8 iuni«y» mr .-mm
but lively. The questions were well dis- symptoms of a recurrence.
1 again went Wednesday*
Scdswlck. Ib-er
Hr<*okIm,
cussed. At recess games and a social time
Soutti Brookwvilb-and I?I ab*»ro 1 “r* ,A r
to E. Q. Moore’s drug store and procured
were enjoyed.
for Rockland, connecting with ^u-anutr io
a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
They gave
RETURNING
MAS8APAQUA, SOUTH BLUKHILL.
Massapaqua

grange met

Thursday

even-

ing. After business, the lecturer presented
fine programme. The members are contributing towards a fund for a scholarship for one girl each year at the Good
Will farm.

a

_

MARIAVILLK.

Mariaville grange met at the hall with
the usual attendance.
There being no

Don't

01

fttt
'ft»
\>B

Steamship Company

me

almost

immediate relief and warded

Steamer leave-*

Boston

at S p

Tuesdays, Thuredaysard Friday*.

off the attack.”
For sale

by ail dealers.

Price 50 cents.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.'
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no

m.

or

nne risk.

other.

K

S

Discharge the Cook

Flour

regu-

The
The
1 he
The

Heels.

better the
better the
better the
better the

Flour,

bread.

bread.
baker.

Washburn-Crosby Co.

^FOR SALEVp^YOUR GROCER 1

Monde.

w»

•»"'*

Leave Roc ft I and at *fc.H0
steamer from Boston. Tuesday*. too*j
Sunday§. via »nt. rnnd ate In "«<'•
Fare Bar Harbor to Boston. *4 X ooe
round trip
All freight, ex«vp. dvr stock, \\ ttC4O*8
this company, Is lasur«H a.- na

larly. Doan’s Regulets will prevent constipation. They inducee a mild, easy, healthful
action of the bowels without griping. Ask
your druggist for them. 2Sc.—Advt.
Death Was On His

4ft1

S 30

kidneys and f»d backs want a kidney
remedy that can be depended upon. The
best is Doan's Kidney Pills, a medicine
Passengera are earnestly requestly to procure tickets before entering the tr*iof,u4
for the kidneys only, made from pure
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Fa.lt to
Ellsworth.
roots and herbs, and the only one that ia
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass Aft*
backed by cures in Ellsworth. Here’s
Ellsworth testimony:
EASTERN
Frank E. Pernald, employed at C. J.
Treworgy’s saw mill, and living at Ells1
worth Falls, Me., says: “Off and on for
twro or three years I had been annoyed
Mount Desert and ttluehlli 1Mvision

ex-

Jesse P. Morris, of Skippers, Va., had a
close call in the spring of 1906. He says:
“An attack of pneumonia left me so weak
and with such a fearful cough that my
friends declared consumption had me, and
death was on my heels. Then I was persuaded to try Dr. King’s New Discovery.
It helped me immediately, and after taking two and a half bottles I was a well
I found out that New Disman igain.
covery is the best remedy for coughs and
in all the world.” Sold
disease
lung
under guarantee at E. Q. Moose’s drug
store. 50c. and fl. Trial bottle freef
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

moun-

mountain

4
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composed ot almost solid iron ore.
One is in Mexico, one is in the United
States, another in India, and a fourth in
Africa, just below the Soudan, and there
isting

i PM
93
oU.

11 30
11 37
til 40
*11 48

tains

have been

*

10*40

BAH HARBOR
SOlJCfttO.
>ulllvan.
Ml DesertFerry.
Waukeug 8 Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Road
Wasb’gt’n June
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Fall*
Nicoiin.
Green lake.
Phillips lake..
Holden..
Brewer June-.
bATOOB, 1IC.

*

Ed ward Howe Forbnsh. author of I’seful
Birds and Their Protection, estimates that
the domestic cats in Massachusetts alone kill
TlS’.O*0 song birds annually. Kee chapter XI.
checks upon the increase of useful birds
p. 363.

iteamto

Aunt Madge.

least four

he,*“

'SyjcrfWnuntfc.

the nieces.

The world contains at

u,

GREENWOOD,
Greenwood grange held its regnlar meetThirty-four members and
ing April 18.
two visitors were
Literary propresent.
Lizzie Williams;
Heading,
gramme:
story, A. P. Bunker: reading, Earl Giles;
conundrums, L* roy Lawrie; song, Leona
Wilbur. Bro. Wilbur's song was especially enjoyed. Tbc following resolutions

Good Will grange held its regular meetwith attacks of backache.
ing Saturday evening with twenty-five
members and

two visitors from Marusville
grange present. The third and fourth degrees wero conferred on one candidate. A
programme consisting of grange paper,
readings, songs, stories and conundrums
was well rendered.
May 2 the grange will give an entertainment. Ice-cream and cake will be served.
The public is invited.

»* X ahould
Ann*,
Capid why .hould I not g*t
•

THF VFHY Hlf.HFST

QUALITY

K

At***

CENTER OF HUMAN

STOMACH

LIFE-ALL ELSE SECONDARY
success which ns. folTbe immense
during the past yesr
ed 1» T. Cooper
has exceeded
bis new preparation
of the kind ever before wit-

tive apparatus that is doing its full duty,
getting every particle of vitality out of
all food by transferring it to the bowels

^"h

*'vtbing

most of the lesdiog cities where
the medltheory. He behas a
Cooper
C1°
human stomach is directly
s that the
To quote [
(or most disease.
upon his
r, ,»n words from an interview
"The average
in an .astern city:
’annot be sick if the stomor woman
To be sure, there
,, working properly.
of a virulent nature, such as
tuberculosis, diabetes, etc., which
and are not trscesble to the
fd in

introduced
?!Tvoung man has novel

*V

j

Z^monsible

Arrival
°“h
!Tncer

organic,
“-l
but
®

even

fevers

can.

nine

in

of ten, be traced to something
stomach. All of this halftaken into the
exhaustion that is now so
ck nervous
the stomachic conrommon, is caused by
it is bocause my remedy will
ditions. and
tbe stomach that I am
and does regulate
success.
meeting with such
sound diges- I
.•To sum the matter up-a
out

NEWS.
COUNTY
additional
^

Count* JVewe.

see

o(»«r pas«<.

BASH HARBOR.
a valuable
Mrs. Id* Oil lost

cow

laat

ina Holmes has returned from a
Portland.
business trip to
a
Mrs. P. P Pray, of Bar Harbor, spent
week.
lew days here last
have gone
J,mes Benson and son Ralph
to build a weir.
to Plscenti*
who has been scallopWinfield Murphy,
is at home.
ing at Rockland,
The olav given by the Manset dramatic
hail Friday evencompany »< Mt. Desert
ing was muon enjoyed.
Levis Torrey has gone to Hebron to see
the Maine
hi, seife, who has been at

lanitoriutu since September.
D. Q.
Mrs Stanley, who has been at
Benson', since last toll, expects to go to
station
toher home at Duck Island light
morrow

KITTKHY TO CARIBOU.

A Surprise.

The house of Clifford Martin, at Milbridge, was burned laat Wednesday.
Dr. Hermann Kotzschmar, conceded to
be one of the greatest musicians in this
country, died last Wedne«day at his home
in Portland, after a long illness which terminated in paralysis last Satuiday. He
was seventy-eight
years of age.
Captain Charles E. Rhodes, of Northwas drowned, and his mate, Robert
port,

A lawyer defending a man accused of
liouiebreaking said: “Your honor, I submit that my client did not break into the

Maker,

He found the parlor window
open, and merely inserted his right arm
and removed s few
trifling articles. Now,
gentlemen, my client’s srm is not himself, and I fail to see how you can punish
the whole individual for sn offense committed only by one of his limbs.”
“That argument,” said the judge, “is
very well put. Following it logically, I
sentence the defendant’s arm to one
year’s
imprisonment. He can accompany it or
not, as he chooses.”
The defendant smiled, and with his
lawyer's assistance, unscrewed his cork
arm and,
leaving it in the dock, walked

of

Lynn, Mass., had a narrow escape Thursday by the capsizing of the twomasted schooner Lizzie, of Belfast. The

I

Contains

I

40 DOSES,

Cough

Pauper Notice.
HAVING

Tobacco
with valuable

tags

Save your tags from

SPEAR HEAD

SICKLE

TOWN TALK

Austin Smith is having repairs made

on

STANDARD NAVY

Young.

bis house.

Fire at North Sullivan.

Mrs. Austin Smith, who has been

Tags from the above brands are good for the
othsr useful presents as shown by catalog:
Gold Cuff Buttons—50 Tags
Fountain Pen—100 Tags
English Steel Razor—50 Tags
Gentleman's Watch—200 Tags
French Briar Pipe—50 Tags
Leather Pocketbook—80 Tags

be held at the hall, to care for the load of stone which was upper part of the building was used as a
from the quarry at the “Settle- ! hall. The building was owned by Alonzo
comaienein*i Sunday, April 18. The pastor. shipped
assisted by the raent.”
be
Jordan, of this place, and H. H. Bowles,
is
to
A.
Thoms,
Her J.
H. I of Cherryfleld. It was valued at $1,500;
April 16.
evangelists, Misses Edwards and Kitchen.
insurance, f700. Mr. Colson had insurHerbert Sawyer is having a new foundance of |150 on his stock.
ation put under bis house, and will raise
A man living near the building reported
AMHERST.
the building somewhat. He will also have
that a short time before the fire broke oat
Mrs. Lewis Sumner is ill.
Simeon Marshall,
a cellar under the ell.
he saw* some one in the building. This
C. A. Richardson and wife have gone to led to the rumor first current that the
of Southwest Harbor, is superintending
Bar Harbor for the summer.
the work.
building had been entered by burglars,
A Are, which no one believes was acciLervy Treadwell, with little son Howard, the safe blown open, and Are started by
on
the
afternoon
E.
is
his
G.
of Brewer,
the explosion. The safe was found in the
dental, started Friday
visiting
parents,
In an in- Tread*ell and wife.
Flye estate, near Oak hill.
ruins, with contents intact, including
credibly short time the flames bad burned
Schools begin to-day. with Miss Beulah i registered mail.
over the hill, and threatened the woodKenniston teacher in district No. 1, and , The postoffice fixtures were destroyed,
lots bevond. Prompt action on the part of Miss Beatrice Jordan in No. 2.
together with a small amount of open
the town fathers got odt a crew of men,
mail.
B. W. Silvy was at home from Bancor
sod the blaze was subdued. These yearly
last week shingling his house. He has
considerable
cost
the
town
money.
lies
It is vain to ask God to make us good;
sold his stock and closed his house. D. O.
N.
He never makes any one good. We may
April A.
Sumner and wife, who have been living
ask
him to help us to become good: that
moved
home
to their
there two years, have
he alw*ays does.
Washington Gladden.
SEAWALL.
at the corner.
School commenced April 6, taught by
O.
April 20._
of
MariaviUe.
Vira
Mrs.
There was an old fellow named Green.
Tripp,
BIRCH HARBOR.
Who grew so abnormally lean
Winfield P. Kent returned to his duties
at Libby Island light last week, after a
And flat and compressed.
Mrs. Nora Lindsey and children are visMrs.
visit of two weeks with his family.
That his back touched his chest.
iting relatives in Steuben.
Kent and little son will go later.
And sideways he couldn't be seen.
Mrs. C. A. Crane spent last week with
The Seawall dramatic club presented
friends in South Uouldsboro.
“The Winning Hand” Wednesday evening
was
called
to
Sorrento
Mrs. J. W. Pettee
3lJbrrtt2rmnU0.
atManset, Friday at McKinley and Sat- this week
by the serious illness of her
urday at Southwest Harbor. They played mother, Mrs.
Bunker.
Her
garbara
all
and
a
to quite
full bouse each evening,
Lottie accompanied her.
reported it a fine play. A dance was en- daughter
Schools begin this
morning. Miss
joyed after each performance. The parts
Rubie Gurney, of Ellsworth, will teach
were taken by H. C. Farnsworth, Dudley
Miss
and
Queen Cow*perthwaite, of
Dolliver, Everett Newman, Harry New- here,
•when the stomach is out of
man, Jonn Ward, Boulia Newman, Mrs. this village, in the Bunker Harbor preEverett Newman and Miss Meda Newman. cinct.
order. Food disagrees, head
C.
Dolly.
April 13.
April 13.
is confused, bowels are slugMiss Grace Dolliver has gone to Clark’s
BEECH HILL.
and the
the liver
Point to work for Mrs. Henry Clark.
Janies Shaw' and wife are employed at
Get your
Mrs. Phebe Kodick, of Bar Harbor, Bar Harbor.
nerves unstrung.
visited her mother, Mrs. Nancy Sawyer,
B. B. Bartin has moved his family into
and pull yourstomach
last week.
James Shaw's house.
a dose or
Mrs. Walter Newman went to Camwith
self
Miss Alice Mason, who has been at
nre

Kemp’s Balsam

in a perfectly digested state—this above
And each dose is more effective than
all else brings health.”
two men were the only
persons on board.
four times the same quantity of
any
Mr. A. C. Brock, chif of tha Brock Res- The Lizzie was bound from Saturday
other cough remedy, however well
Cove to Rockland with kiln wood. Three
advertised and however strongly rectaurant, Market District, Boston, Mass., miles from Rockland Breakwater a
squall
who is a staunch believer in Mr. Cooper’s struck the vessel and she
ommended that remedy may be.
capsized.
The Maine agricultural experiment statheory and medicine, has this to say: “I
Remember always that KEMP’S
had chronic indigestion for over three tion is now mailing bulletin 152 containBALSAM is the
ing
of
of
and
other
analyses
samples
grass
1
suffered terribly, and lost about
years.
seeds.
The results of the analyses indiBest
Cure.
thirty pounds. I was a physical wreck cate that in a number of instances
seeds
when I started this Cooper medicine, a
were sold with a
It has saved thousands from conguaranty much too high. out.
The
for
the
contracted with the City of Ellsclean
most
was
timothy
month or so ago. To-daj I am as well as
part
sumption.
worth to support and care for those who
and free from injurious weeds and on the
It has saved thousands of lives.
I ever was in ray life. I am no longer nermay need assistance during the next five
whole the above and other grass seeds ofFoley’s Orino laxative Is hfst for women
rears and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
vous, my food does not distress me in the fered in 1907 showed marked advance as to anti childien. Its miid action and pleasant
At all druggists’, 25c., 50c. and $1.
forbid all prisons trusting them on my actiiHte maWeH it preferable to violent puriraleast, and 1 have a splendid appetite. I quality over those of 19QH. Iti addition to tlves, such as pills,
count. as theie is plenty of room and accomDon’t
cine.
accept
anything
etc.
tablets,
Cures conmodations to care for them at the City Farm
»
M
ft KPHUR
reporting the analyses made in 1907, the
am gaining tiesh
very rapidly—in fact, at bulletin contains
house.
M. J. Drommby.
methods
for testing
the rate of a pound a day. I would not seeds both for
and
A
quality
vitality.
believe any medicine on earth could have copy of this bulletin will be sent on applidone for me what this has done. It is a cation to any resident of Maine. Reshould be addressed to the Maine
remarkable preparation and Mr. Cooper quests
A tag from a 10-cent piece will count FULL value
Agricultural Experiment Station, Oronc.
desjrves all lip) success.”
A tag from a 5-cent piece will count HALF valuo
We recomfriend the Cooper prepara
Drowned in Taunton Hay.
tions as being remarkable
medicines.
North Sullivan, April 20 (special)—A
O. A. Parcher.
sad accident occurred here last
Thursday
forenoon when Capt. Eben P. Wooster, .«
former resident of Hancock, was drowned
finished cleaning house, while some have in
Taunton bay, between the stone
not even made a beginning.
wharves and the Hancock side.
Dolly.
April 20.
Capt. Wooster had been living in Waltham, Mass., for some years, and came
down to see old friends, arriving WednesTRE& o :r.
Mrs. C. H. Norwood returned home day. He spent Wednesday night with his
sister, Mrs. J. R. Stratton, at Hancock.
Tuesday from Bernard.
morning he took a flat-bottomed
Mrs. Julia Newman went to Southwest Thursday
boat and started to row across the river
Harbor Tuesday for a few days' visit with to visit friends on this side.
friends.
About half way across the boat was
The ladies' aid society met with Mrs. overturned. It seemed to those who
Myra Dix at McKinley Wednesday. A witnessed the accident from the shore that
one of the rowlocks of the boat must have
pleasant afternoon was enjoyed.
Miss Sylvia M. Rich went to Swan’s broken, and Capt. Wooster could not conIsland Saturday to spend a few days with trol the boat in the high wind and strong
current.
her uncle, Leander E. Rich.
As soon as possible a boat went out to
Mrs. J. B. Mitchell, who went to Rock- the scene
of the accident. Capt. Wooster
laud to be created for throat trouble, rehad disappeared. His body has not been
turned home Tuesday somew hat improved.
recovered.
Kin.
April 16.
Capt. Wooster was sixty-eight years of
age. He leaves a wife and two90ns, living
in Waltnam, Mass. Two sisters live in
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Hancock-Mrs. Stratton and Mrs. R. H.
Charles Oray is ill.

_

8rtci*i service*

£&Qtrtisni.aua.

A Me. Bottle ol

house at all.

very
North Sullivan, April 20 (special)—
ill, is improving.
The building known as Blake's hall waa
the
little
of
Baby Bye,
daughter Anthony
burned Saturday. On the ground floor
Bye and w ife, is quite ill.
The gale Saturday blew* Lee E. Stinson’s j was located the postofflee, and the confecApril
blacksmith shop off its foundation.
I tionery and tobacco store kept by Post1
Fred Rackliffe and Arnold Weed have master George F. Colson in connection
SEAL COVE.
moved
their
families
to
Indian
Harbor.
of
Mt.
and
Desert,
wife,
with the office. Georgu S. Hooper, barber,
fluty Bordeaux
1
Anthony Bye went to Rockland Monday also bad a room in the building. The
ire risking in town.

L. 9. Springer is finishing up the
ftnnmg cottage, which was partly built
Mrs. Fannin* and lamily expect
tut fall
to occupy it in June.
X. Y. Z.
13.

aaorniBf mm u

to

following

and many

Steel Carving Set—200 Tags
Best Steel Shears—75 Tags
Lady’s Pocketbook—50 Tags
Pocket Knife—40 Tags
Playing Cards— 30 Tags
60-yd. Fishing Reel—60 Tags

Many merchants have supplied themselves with presents with

redeem tags.
US fOT ratalnor
^

to

which

If you cannot have your tags redeemed at home, write

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT

THE AMERICAN

TOBACCO CO., Jersey CHy,

N. J.

—

there

by

the

Sttrsttsimnus

doctor

uses d. d. d. in his

PRACTICE.
Eminent Physician Says This Great
Liquid Prescription is Certain
Cure for Eczema.

April

R

14.

Charles Phillips and wife have returned
to their home in Bangor.
The little son of Mrs. Bernice Phillips,
who has been seriously ill, is now out of

danger.

Capt. Lunt
G. w. Mayo
the work.
April 17.

is having his house repaired.
and son Liston are doing
M.

M’KINLEY.
Bass Harbor Flan Co., has been organised for the purpose of catching, preserving, canning and dealing in fish, with
is
*10,000 capital stock, of which nothing
paid in. President, Allen L. BUck: treasof
both
McKinley.
Frank
McMuliin,
urer,
An Insidious Hunger.
One of the worst features of kidney trouble
is that It is an insidious disease, and
the victim realises his danger he may have a
Kidney Remedy
fatal malady. Take
at the first sign of trouble, as it corrects irregularities and prevents Bright s disease and
diabetes. Q. A. Paschkb.

before

Foley's

of the most

thoroughly equipped Repositories
England, and our line includes every want in
Carriages, Harnesses, Horse Goods, Accessories or Furnishings, and our extensive wholesale business enables us
to sell you these goods at prices lower than you can
one

in New

obtain elsewhere.

two of

Our 2-seated State of Maine
The kind you have

iSeecAamS

over, write for

Nature’s remedy for all those
sick conditions that affect the
digestive organs. A reliable
medicine for acute indigestion,
dyspepsia, heartburn, acid
stomach, constipation and bilious attacks. Beecham’s Pills
act promptly, and restore
healthy tone to the organs. A
few doses, as needed, and

Express
Wagon
from

always paid

MAIL ORDER DEPT.

WEST EDEN.
W. F. Higgins has gone to Bar Harbor
summer.
for the

GOTT'S ISLAND.
Btill another Eczema apecialist comes
forward in enthusiastic praise ol D. I>. L). William Harding, who has been ill some
is
oat
again.
time,
Prescription, the wonderful external remSchool here is taught by Miss Rowe, of
edy which cures Eczema and other similar Tremont.
The fishermen are painting their boats
diseases like magic.
He is l)r. C. B. and
getting ready for fishing.
Holmes, ol Silver City, Mian., and in sumMontell Gott. who bought lumber here
BinK up his impressions of the startling last fall and started a bouse, has sold out
cores D. D. D. has
to Frank Eaton, of West Tremont.
effected, he says:
CHIPS.
11 have been using
April 18.
your D. D. U for
four years with
gratifying results. T1S
AS near A specific for herpes,
PRETTY MARSH.
KZEMA, psoriasis, etc., as is
Ralph Driscoll and wife are receiving
.Quinine for MALARIA.”
congratulations on the birth of a son,
Dr. Holmes is one of hundreds of phy- born April 7.
George Grindle, of Hall Quarry, is
•iciana who nse D. D. D. in their daily
boarding at Dexter Smith’s and attendPrsctice.
The D. D. D. company allows ing school here.
Physicians to use this remedy with the
Curtis Young, who has been visiting
has gone to Bar Harnnderstanding that they tell their patients here the pastheweek,
has employment.
•hat it was that cured them when the bor, where
Qforcible itch has been wiped out, the skin
April. 13.
healed and the raw wound covered over
*>th soft white skin.
D. D. D. is not a
hhety paste to smear the skin and clothing,
hot it is a clear
liquid. It is advisable to
®*e D. D. D.
soap in connection with
D. D.
Prescription.
I* any
further proof of the curative
I»*ere of D. D. D.
Prescription necessary?
That remedy is sold at E. G.
Moore’s, EUs•°rth, Me. Come in and let us shew you
convincing proof that D. D. D. will cure
Tour akin disease. Even if
you have not
decided to use D. D. D. remedy, come in
*nd explain
your case anyway.

We have

right,
together

home on her vacation, has returned to
Heal Harbor to teach.
Gage and Dean Griudal, who have been
working for E. T. Richardson, are now repairing the chimneys of the George Richardson house.

It' not convenient, for you to
visit us and look our goods

catalogue and prices.

Give

ook, fort lie

BROS.

UTTERBACK
44-46
Wholesale

—

ALBANY,

We make
References:

a

Broad
N.

St.,

Bangor,

BANGOR,

V

Specialty of Business

and

jtQ

of

thai^

readilyycured

stages

yfalue

^sore

proprietors. #The
Co., of Portland,
him.
§

{

Twltcheil Charnplin
Me., will reimburse

Makes Bread that Combines
HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR.

FLAVOR.

ASK

YOUR

GREATEST

NUTRITION. ^

GROCER

IVIE.

Delivery Wagons.

& Banking Co., Bangor, Me.
Second National Bank,
Kasteru Trust

I

auickly

OO.

IVIe.

The Easiest Thins In the World
Overcome Them If You Know How.

Anodynp.
neuraldTa,

idea of the

While Horse.

THE ILLS OF WINTER.

the year has greater
the
variety or more acute ills
months from October to April. J
The winter bruises and spn&ins or
the serious colds that lead /o pneuby
monia, can all be
Neuralgic Anodyne. There/ is not a
that will
home In the Northern
at Mi is
not get many times Its
season from the
headaches—
Rheumatism,
»n fact, aches and pdftis of every; deare
and
quicker
positively
scription
cured by this valuable household remthe
Even
chilblains will
edy.
disappear^vhen Neuralgic Anoyne is rubbed
If you use aMiottle of Anodyne and
do not think Jyou have gotten more
than 25 cts. miue from it, take back
the empty boMle to your dealer, and he
will refund
money to you, and the

us ;ll>

STATE AGENTS FOH THE INVINCIBLE SCHACHT AUTO RUNABOUT.
I

la boxes with fall directions 10c. and 25c.

season

for $67.50.

$sr, to $10f> for

stvie wagon or harness you will lie wanting, and we will
write you fully.
Correspondence solicited.

“All’s Right”

No

I

Direct from the Wholesaler.

torpid

gish,

bridge, Mass..last week,called

CARRIAGE OR HARNESS

Wrong”

“All’s

illness of her sister. Mrs. Dudley Dolliver
is keeping house for her.
Mrs. c. W. New man, Seawall’s smart
old lady, is ahead ot a good many of her
younger neighbors, for she has about

BUY YOUR

—

Retail.

1

rot

tf

v£ llsuunth American.

This column is devoted to the purpose imThe matter is conin the heading.
tributed by members of the Public ImproveCoromunicaEllsworth.
ment Association of
t ons
inteuded for this column must be
with
signed, but names will not be printed
is
out the assent of the writer. All matter
none
but
editor,
subject to the approval of
will be rejected without good reason.

li

LOCAL »SD POLITICAL JoritVM

A

plied

pttbl:bhrd

CVKKY WKUNR8I>AY

A

STURM IO*

»T

SLLSWoRTfl.

MA

INK.

AT TH*

(ANCOCK COUNTV PUnUSTHNM C<>
r. W. ROLLISA. Kdllor *n.1 V»n»**r
W. II. Titus, Associate Bdltor.

of
meeting of tbe central committee
readsociety will br held at the public until
afternoon
Monday
ing-room every

A
the

further notice.
The High street

2,480

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 22, 1909.

May party

on

i There will be
There will be

j

division is to have a
May 1 at Odd Fellows hall,
dancing and refreshments,

a

maypole dance

at

9 o’clock.

ENTERTAINMENT.
i The Bridge hill division will give an
The lighthouse bill introduced inthe entertainment at the high school building
Follow ing is the proHouse has been reported favorably. ; on Friday evening.
i gramme:
The bill, concordant with the PresiI Piano duet.. .Misses Russell
dent’s recommendation, provides that Hong. .Hazel Giles
Recitation. .Julia Barron
reason
of
in case of the “death by
Walker
; Piano solo- .Miss Sophie
service or any wound or in- Song...Christina Doyle

perilous

|
I Recitation.- .Clara Moore
received or disease contracted in Trio. Muriel hvard. Margaret Hall and
Anna Cushman
of
line
of
the
any
duty”
.Miss Eva L Mayo
Song..Miss
M. A. Greely
his
or assistant keeper,
salary Recitation
Piano solo....Miss Bernice Dorr
for two years to his Song. ..Myrtle Monaghan
shall be
.Phyllis Macomber
beneficiaries. An allowance to keep- Song.
Piano solo.. .Miss Annie L. Lord

jury

lighthouse-

[

keeper

paid

ers

and assistant keepers of

one

ration

day, or 30 cents a day in money, is
granted. Among the “additional aids
to navigation” provided for is a new
lighthouse tender for the coast of
Maine and New Hampshire, to cost
a

*200,000.

towns of Trenton and Eden to Bar
Harbor the company has secured an
unobstructed right of way. As one
purpose of the company in erecting
the big dam is to supply electric lighting to the entire island of Mt. Desert,

(BurrlU)
company.

TERM WILL EXTEND INTO NEXT WEEK

out, case was settled, defendant defaulting for §372.
This case was followed by the Jordan
will case, which went on trial this afternoon, and which promises to be the most

—SIXTEEN INDICTMENTS AGAINST
FORGERY.

Presiding

Justice

—

Albert

M.

Gardiner.
Clerk—John F. Kvowltox. Ellsworth.
County Attorney—Charles H. Wood,

Bar

Harbor.
Sheriff—Byron H. Mayo, Ellsworth.
Crier—Burke Leach. Bucksport.
Deputies—Burke Leach. Bucksport; David
W. Carney, Ellsworth; James 8. Kkk.nald,
Tremont: John E. Webster, Bluehill; Roland A. Flye. Brooklin.
Stenographer— Fred L. Hayden, Portland.
Messenger— Hamlin Maddocks, Ellsworth.

THE

The past week has been a busy one in
Several important civil cases have

tried, and there
portant civil cases to

are

two other im-

be tried before the
docket is reached. Court will
probably extend over into next week.

larceny.

TBUNDY

ample playgrounds

in the poorer

quarters of the city, and to take the chilnren off the streets to prevent them from
growing up toughs.
“In the same way it is an admirable
thing to have clean streets; indeed, it is
but it
an essential thing to have them;

w ould be a better thing to have our schools
large enough to give ample accommodation
to all should-be pupils, and to provide
them with proper playgrounds.”
OFFICERS FOR 1908.

The officers of .he Ellsworth Public Improvement Society— he village improve-

ment for short
as follows:

for the current year

are

case

VS.

CUNNINGHAM.

of

TAYLOR

case of
Milliken was

The

VS.

et

va.

Betsy

afternoon.
Mason for
F. C. Burrill
This was an aetkm on redefendant.
an
old mahogany
to decide title to
plevin,
bureau which had been in the family for
years. The parties to tiie suit were sistried Thursday
for plaintiff; F. L.

ters,

both

formerly living

at

Details and particulars await parties who
will call or write.

Higgins

are

UNION TRU8T

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

charged

are as

follows:

State vs. Omar J. Stevens. Jasper Kane and
Frank Witham, violation of fish law. From
Ellsworth municipal court.
State vs. George Treadwell, assault and battery. From Ellsworth municipal court.
State vs. B. T. Sowle. for violation of tow-n ordinance in running automobile in Bluehill.
From Western Hancock municipal court.
State vs. Ora York, assault and battery. From
Western Hancock municipal court.
State vs. Michael McCauley, search and seizFrom Bar Harbor municipal court.
ure.
State vs. George Bchoppe. assault and battery.
From Bar Harbor municipal court.
\s.
Davis T.
State
Conley, violation of
fish law. Western Hancock
municipal

MILLIKEN.

Georgia Taylor

5%

GRAND JURY.

Dix and

$500

Bonds in denominations of $100,
and $1,000 to yield

w ith the recent series of cottage and camp
robberies in this vicinity.
The 'ontinued cases on the criminal
docket include the Pringle cases, so called,
in which Joe Emerv, Otha H. Jellison and
Charles Conners, all of Bar Harbor, are
charged with riot.
The appealed cases on the criminal dock-

criminal

The

INVESTMENTS
FOR LARGE OR SMALL INVESTORS.

The grand Jury reported on Tuesday
afternoon, presenting thirty-seven indictments. Among the indictments are sixteen against Charles C. Jocylen, of Bucksport, for forgery, and two joint indictments against Percival T. Dtx, and Norman Higgins for breaking, entering and

court.
been

HOME

an
important of the term. This case is
court
appeal from a decree of the probate
of
will
the
decree
allowing
annulling
Frankie M. Jordan, of Orland, who died
at
valued
an
estate
leaving
ten years ago
from §70,000 to §100,000.
involves
case
important points of
The
law on which no decision of the Maine
O. F. Felbeen
rendered.
courts has ever
lows appears for appellant and John A.
Peters for defendant.

Spear

Frank N. Trundy vs. Sylv«nus O. Cunningham, both of Went Surfor
an
ac
tion
fl,000 damages for slanry,
THE “MORE IMPORTANT” THINGS.
der. went on trial Thursday morning.
Jacob A. Riis said recently: “It is very Plaintiff alleged that defendant had maimportant to the city to have a business j licioualy slandered him by reporting that
man’s mayor, but it is more important to he had" sold diseased meat.
L. F. Giles
I
have a workingman's mayor. It is an ex- for plaintiff; F. L. Mason for defendant.
cellent thing to have rapid transit, but it After evidence for plaintiff had been taken
is a good deal more important, if you look out, the case was settled between the
at matters with a proper perspective, to parties.
have

has denied the injunction asked for to restrain the Ellsworth Power Supply Co. from erecting its line along Water street and the
Bay-side road to the Trenton line.
From the Trenton line on through the

Judge Spear

ONE IN COURT.

THE COCET.

Tills week’s edition of Tlie
American is 2.450 copies.
Average for the year of 1907,

pLintiB,

PAST WEEK HAS BEEN A BUSY

JOCYLBN FOR

aMmtmtmmia.

F. C. BurrlU for defendant.
for
This was an action on account for a balance
of §428 alleged to be due for labor for the
Eastern Fish Co., of French boro. Plaintiff
alleged that the defendant was practically
the sole owner of the fish company business, and relied further on an alleged promwould
ise by defendant that he
the
pay him for his work for
been
taken
After part of the evidence had

HANCOCK 8. J. COURT

Uillagc Jmjtrovrmtnt.

Bayside,

State
ure

Ellsworth, where defendant still resides.
Plaintiff claimed ownership of the bureau through! trade with another siRter,
to whom she claimed it had been given br
Defendant claimed ownerher mother.
ship through direct gift from her mother.
The bureau had been in possession of defendant for thirty years, and not until last
January, she says, was her ownership questioned.
The jury returned a verdict for the defendant.
All the cases on the trial list for Friday
were disposed of without a trial.
Several
divorce cases were heard Friday.
CSapt.
H. J. Joy and Charles £. Monaghan, of
Ellsw’orth. were sworn in as traverse

vs.

This is the time of the
need

year when you

New Furniture and

Rosario Distafanis, search and seizFrom Western Hancock municipal

We believe in ourselves ss we do not
believe in others. We permit all thing* to

When

Carpets

looking for such, call

on

ourselves, snd that which we call sin in
others is experiment for us.—Emerton.

President, Mrs. James A. McGown.
Vice-presidents, Mrs. Sarah E. Partand as the granting of the injunction ridge, Miss Elizabeth True, Mrs. Frank
Jfot Sake.
Would have seriously handicapped the M. Gay nor.
Edward
Mrs.
UMBER-A
limited
and
quantity ct lumbertreasurer,
>■
of
he
Secretary
pr
company, the importance
joist, p'aned spruce and pine boards,
Hopkins.
ec.
at reasouanle prices.
M. C. Austin,
ceedings ia at once apparent. An E.Executive
Mrs. L. A.
committee:
Cur.iculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me.
extended report of the hearing may
Emery, Mrs. H. W. Cushman, Mrs. J. P. j
be found elsewhere in this issue.
finest
Suitable
for
H.
Mrs.
Vt^OOD
paper pulp.
F.
J.
Mis.
Whitcomb,
Eldridge,
Wbat am I offered for poplar, spruce
y¥
M. Hall, Miss Mary A. Stock bridge.
and fir. by the cord In c«r lots, d. livered at
W.
CuahFinance committee: Henry
jurors.
Franklin Ro«d station. Maine? M. C. AusSecretary Taft denies the story man, Charles L. Morang, Mrs. John A.
DAVIS VS. FROST.
tin, Egypt, Me.
printed in the East recently to the Peters, Mrs. L. A. Emery.
cases were tried Saturday.
Two
The
POTATOES
35 bushels Noroton
Sanitary committee: Miss Mary A. first was an action of trover brought by
effect that it is his intention to relit e
Beauty potatoes; the earliest potatoes
Mrs. F. F. Si monton, Mrs. W. H. ;
Greely,
ever
Price
buahel. L. Linstl.25
grown.
per
from the cabinet at the close of the Titus, Dr. L?wis Hodgkins, Curtis R. Hollis C. Davis against Jacob Frost, to re- cott. West Hancock, Me. Tele. 159 6 R. F. D. 4.
cover a jigger wagon valued at |35.
D. E.
Foster.
in
order
session
of
Congress
present
Harley appeared for plaintiff and F. L.
Trees and planting-John A. Peters.
Mason for defendant.
to be unrestricted in the prosecution
Schools: Mrs. F. W. Rollins, Miss Mary
It was admitted that in the summer of
W.
of his presidential canvass. It is the H. Black, W. H. Titus, A.
King.
1907 the defendant owned the wagon in
house on Franklin street. •
rooms and bath, large stable, fine cesecretary’s purpose to resign if he is
question, which Mr. Davis borrowed and
used for some time. There was some talk rae’ t cellars under house and atable. bouse in
nominated at Chicago next Jnne, anl
METHODIST MINISTERS.
of a sale, but it was not made.
Later fine repair- price low. terms reasonable. Adthe propriety of such a coarse will
dress Qbosgb H. Gasnt, Ellsworth, Me.
commend itself to all. The secretary Pastors Assigned to Churches in Han- plaint iff met John Maloney. who said he
bad
the wagon of Mr. Froat, and
bought
has felt it to be his duty not to telincock County.
Mr. Da via bought
would sell it to him.
quish his portfolio becaose of certain
The appointments of pastors to Hancock the wagon of Mr. Maloney.
Some time later Mr. Davis met Mr. Froat
legislative matters affecting hie de- county churches announced at the MethoJimft.
partment and the Philippines which dist conference at Houlton are as follows: on the street, and the latter aaked him
what he was going to do about the wagon.
demanded hia attention and in order
Bar Harbor. C. N. Garland.
Brookuville circuit, A. B. Carter.
Mr. Davis said he had bought the wagon P»OW-At my barn door. Owner may have
to bring to a termination certain
Bucks port, James W. Price.
of Mr. Maloney. Mr. Froat said that he V same by call lag at my raaidenee and payimportant qneationa of administration.
Buokspor* Ceii,re md East Bnckspoit, sup* bad not sold the wagon to Mr. Maloney, ingdamagee. T.O.Hamsoom, Mariarille, Mis.
ply, C. L. Kinney,
and soon afterward seized the wagon and
(.astine. W. a. Hanscom.
took it home.
Wanted.
Ellsworth, W. F. Emery.
Senator Hale's Influence.
The case hinged on the question whet bar !
F.
Macomber.
Franklin, supply. Mary
was a sale of the wagon between
James W. Price.
there
Orlantf,
supply,
at nursing.
Cor.
References
Bangor
[Wathiniton
Commercial.)
Penobsc -ft. A. Hamilton.
Mr. Frost and Mr. Maloney, and on this
J
gtrso. Inquire of Dr. Osgood. Estblla
Harbor and Gouldsboro. supply,
witnesses for both sides differed as allkn. Ellswoiin, Mainepoint
There is a notable difference in the way G Prospect
W. A. Keys*.
to the time of
the alleged sale, the i
the words of different men are received at
Southwest Harbor. O. G. Barnard.
1
the capitol. The other day Senator, Hale
Stonington and South Deer Isle. J. P. words used and the witnesses present.
Mr. Maloney testified that he bad given !
of Maine, remarked in the coarse of a con- Siuionton.
Pfelp BSanWi.
Sullivan and Sorrento, C. A. Purdy.
Mr. Frost credit for the wagon on his
versation about the new battleship proSurry aad East Bluehill. W. H. Dunham.
—Capable girl wanted tor general
books, but had never paid him in cash.
gramme that two new ships would suffice,
Swan's Island, supply, H. M. Purrington.
housework at Hancock Point. Address,
The jury returned a verdict for the deand that the navy should even regard itWest Tremont circuit, supply, F. L. Provan.
OSOBOB H. Giant, Ellsworth, Ms.
fendant.
self as lucky if it secured that number and
Haskell
w’as
Presiding-Elder
reapHURLEY
VS.
ARCHER.
the construction programme was not repointed to the Bucksport district.
stricted to one new Dreadnaoght.
Smuitmtnt*.
The second caae tried Saturday was that
The remark was made in the presence of
of Fred Moore and Jeremiah Hurley vs.
several persons, soon after the Senate had
Easter Sunday at Baptist Church.
Alvin Archer, for trespass.
The case inadjourned, but it was spread about, as
Sunday was observed w’ith fitting exer- volved title to wild land in No. 8 plantasuch things often are at the capitol.
The
-JOSEPH MVRA.ND, Mua,tr.
claimed
the
and by L.
tion,
by
plaintiffs
House leaders heard of it. The remark cises at the Baptist church. The pastor
The defendant in the case,
F. Giles.
was much
at that end of the preached in the morning upon “The
instructions
repeated
under
from
Mr.
Giles,
Fact of the Faith”. Special music acting
Clark & Davis
St.
capitol^in and became a very influential Pivotal
cut w ood on the property in question, ana
factor
the big debate there over the was rendered by the choir.
The programme of the Easter concert by action for trespass was brought against i
naval appropriation bill.
of
Change
Programme
him. D. E. Hurley appeared for plaintiffs
“Well, Hale says two ships are enough,” the Sunday school follows:
L. F. Giles for defendant. Plaintiff,
every Monday, Wednesday
one
Opening chorus, choir; scripture and and
frequently heard members observing
was non-suited.
reciand Friday.
around the House corridors, with some prayer, pastor; kindergarten song;
BURNHAM VS. AUSTIN.
such addition as: “What he says about tations, Carleton Royal, Hazel Neveils:
The case of E. G. Burnham vs. Mary C.
ships goes pretty well. The Senate cer- “A Boy’s Easter, Weston Steward and
tainly will not authorize more than two Luman Woodruff; song, choir; “Symbols Fretz Austin, of Hancock, went on trial FEATURE for WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
new ships, if that is
what he believed of Hope,” three girls; recitation, Vera Monday noon.
This was an action for
THE PIRATE’S TREASURE.
Anderson; song, junior choir; recitation, damages growing out of a lumbering
should be authorized.”
And the House followed the two ship Hazel Sinclair: exercise, three girls: song, operation on defendant’s land in the winMarion
recitations.
Hodgkins, ter of 1906-7. John A. Peters appeared for j
programme, which its own committee had choir;
FOR FRIDAY and SATURDAY.
favored, and which the Maine senator had Julia Estey, Florence Estey: song, choir; plaintiff, Deasy & Lynam for defendant.
In December, 1906, plaintiff was licensed |
passed favorable verdict upon. Sometimes recitations, Bertha Estey, Muriel Byard.
the members of the House refuse to follow Olive Morrison, Maud Bellatty; song, by the defendant to cut stave wood on her
FALSELY ACCUSED.
their own navel committee, but they are choir: recitation. Elsie Morrison; cross land in the town of Hancock, under cernot apt to go against the Maine senator s exercise, eight girls; closing song, choir.
It was his intention to
tain conditions.
MANY OTHER PINE VIEWS.
The exercises closed by a baptism, two cut about
ideas about any important matter affecting
3,000 cords of wood, and he put I
candidates observing the ordinance. The several crews in the woods, built
the navy.
camps,
-Pictured Melodic, by JOSEPH MYRAND. tlie
His opinions about the navy are ac- decorations were under the direction of and made preparations tor extensive
oper- ;
cepted as orthodox around the cajitol. Miss L. M. Trundy and Mrs. C. W. Mason. ations.
]popular Baritone.
had
been
under
They are given preference over the vie*s
a
but
i
way
Operations
of naval experts, because the Maine senMemorial Resolutions.
few days, w hen, plaintiff claims, the de10 CENTS.
ator has had such a long experientein
tl7iereo*. Ir hi** pleased
the Supreme fendant interrupted his operations, forbidlegislating for the upbuilding of the navy P Iron of the Univer> e to transfer from our ing him to cut spruce, or any w ood except
CHILDREN, 5 cents.
and he knows more about it in a practical chipter t
that celestial cfcaj ter above a as
designated by her agent. The defendway, it is generally conceded, than the ex- beloved brother:
ant further took spruce that had al- j
Reno red, l'hat in the death of Bro. Wallace
cut
and landed at plainperts know. He has so generally been Tucker.
Irene chapter, O. E. 8., has lost a true, ready been
correct in his conclusions about the navy
worthy and devoted member, one whose tiff’s mill. Plaintiff claimed that he had
that the members of Senate and House are devotion to the order and to all
things good faithfully fulfilled all the conditions of
inclined to take his words as final and re- ended only with his life.
the contract, and that because of defendliable.
Rmotyed. That our charter be draped in ant's action the operation had been a 1os*h
mourning for a period of thirty days.
one, and he claimed damages in the
Rttolre-j. That these resolutions be spread ing
9iim of $4,000.
Hancock hall.
COUNTY GOSSIP.
upon the records of our chapter, that copies
Defendant claimed that the written li- >
be sent to the bereaved family and to The
was subsequent to a verbal undercense
Ellsworth
American
for
nominations
publication.
announced by Gov.
Among
j
Mary
Stuart.
Cobb yesterday were those ot L. E. Chase,
standing, one of the conditions being that
Carrif. B. Means,
The clearest ami best movno spruce suitable for saw logs should be
of Bluehiil, as trustee of Maine insane
Everett Means.
cut, but that this condition was inad erthospitals, and W. A. Walker, of Castine,
Committee on resolutions.
and illusfrom
the
omitted
written
license.
es trustee of normal
ently
schools. Both $re
Defendant claimed further that the litrated songs.
For Representative.
renominations._
cense was revocable, and was revoked by ;
At the republican caucus in Bar Harbor her on Dec. 31, 1906.
L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, will be one
of the speakers at the State convention of last Saturday,.G. Raymond Joy was nomiThe taking of evidence in the case was
the Y. M. C. A. at Rockland May 1, 2 and nated for representative, by a vote of 411
finished at adjournment of court Tuesday I
We know how to
to
136
for
Dr.
W.
D.
Bunker.
3. He will also preside as toastmaster at
afternoon. This morning Mr. Deasy for
the
Come and
the banquet to be given during the condefendant made an extended argument on
vention in honor of Gov. Cobb.
motion for a verdict to lie ordered by the
CHURCH NOT Kb
see.
court.
Upon the motion of defendant’s coun- :
A Bass Harbor correspondent writes that
BAPTIST.
sel, verdict for the defendant was ordered,
Capt. Clifford Bobbins and Henry LawItev. /*. .1. A. Killam. pastor.
the stipulation on his part that, if
with
rence made the quickest
trip on record, in
Sunday, April 26 Morning service at the law' court overrules this order, then
Capt. Robbins’ sloop in last Saturday's 10.30.
Sermon by pastor. Sunday school the defendant agrees that judgment may
northwest gale, making the run from
afternoons
Rockland to Bass Harbor in three hours at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7. lie entered for the plaintiff in the sum of
and
Evening service at 7.30.
|403.
and thirty minutes.
LUNT V9. BURRILL.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
CONGREGATIONAL.
The case of Z. P. Lunt, of Long Island
Capt. A. J. Bunker, of Tremont, has a
CharlesC.
Burrill, of Ellsworth,
Rev. R. B. Mat hew H, pastor.
plant. vs,
curious-looking coon kitten, a recent gift.
went on trial this morning.- D. E. Hurley
The kitten has two sets of ears; one set is
Sunday, April 26— Morning service at
NEW “SOCIETY” HALL
of the natural sine, while the others are 10.30. Sunday school at 11.46. Evening
smaller and are just a little back of the service at 7 JO
State St., Ell,worth.
Catarrh Caaoot be Cured
others. Capt. Bunker i9 proud of his
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7JO.
All modem improvement.
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
doubled-eared coon, and thinks his hearreach th4 seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
UNION CONQ’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
blood or constitutional disease, and in order
ing must be good.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Xo-let d»y or evening, tor enrd parties,
to cure it you must take internal remedies.
or receptions
vttli or without musk-, and
26— Morning service at Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
Sunday,
April
tor Dancing Parties, with music.
At the reocnt session of the East Maine 10.30. Sermon
on the blood and mucous suracta
directlv
by pastor. Sunday school faces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is not a
conference held in Houlton, high honor at 11.46.
quack
DANCING
service
at
7.
SCHOOL
Evening
medicine. It was prescribed bygone of the
was bestowed upon a former resident of
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
best physicians in this country for years, and
Classes. Tuesday and Friday evening,.
Hancock county when Rev. H. W. Norton,
is a regular prescription. It is composed of
Private Lesions In Dancing, also on violin
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
now pastor of the Methodist church at
and all brass Instruments. For terms tor
the best tonics khown, combined with the
Rev. W. F. Emery, Ph. D., pastor.
Patten, was elected ee delegate to the
rent o( hall or lessons faquire of
best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
conference to be held in Baltimore
Sunday, April 12— Morning service at mucous surfaces. The perfect combination
C. E. Monaghan, Leuee,
ay 6 to June 3. Chap. D. H. Tribou, well 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school of the two ingredients is what produces snch
known in Hancock county, heads the at 11.46. Junior league at 3. Evening ser- wonderful results in curing Catarrh. Send
for testimonials free.
delegation from the East Maine con- vice at 7.30.
F. J. CHENEY St CO., Toledo O.,
U
ference, being elected on the first ballot,
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
ballots
cast.
of
the
77
at
7.30.
receiving
evening
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

R.

C.

FOSTER,

I

30 Main Street,

—

And

SEED

HOUSE—My
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Building,Water

ADMISSION,

>

HAPPY HOUR THEATRE

1

ing pictures

“produce

goods.”

Admission 10c
Performances,

evenings.

Sneral

NO

HIM.

*

T!

5

8pring Line.

New, Pull

he Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
offers

*

ten

ples

safety

first of

all; then Courteous

treatment—and every assistance eoneis-

with sound

banking. These

are

the

princi-

that have contributed to the success of this

institution.

EASTERN TRUST & BA NKING CO.
BAMGOR,

MAIM 1£.

Capital, # 173,000.
Surplus (earned^, #420,04k>.
Deposits, #3,000,000.

GIRL

STAR THEATRE

*

*******

TEMPLOYMENT

<

see a

—

Spaial Nouu*.
FREEDOM NOTICE.
HEREBY Rive public notice that I give
my son, Percival T. Di«. the rest of his
minority. After this date ! shall pay no bills
of his contracting, and shall claim none of !
Mas Ina Eaton.
his wages.
McKinley, Maine. April 8.1908.

Commonwealth Hotel

I

Opposite

BOSTON,

state

House.

SIASSACHTSErTS.

CAKD or THANKS.
TIrE wish to extend heartfelt thanks to
friends and neighbors for the kindness
▼f
and sympathy shown by them in so m*ny
ways during the illness and at the death of
our daughter Hazel; and to all *• hose expression of love and sympathy was shown in floral
tributes.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Carter.
Mt. Desert Ferry, Me., April 16, 1908.
NOTICE.
my wife, Nellie B. Rich, havWHEREAS
iug left my bei and board without just
this
notice

is to give
that I forbid all
persons harbor or trusting her on n y account,
as I shall pay no bills contracted by her after
this date.
Willard "F. Rich.
Tremont. Maine. April 20. 1908.
cause,

NOTICE.
LAUNDRY
Mrs. P. C. Logsdon.
street. Ellsworth. Maine.

HOME
Washington

NOTICE.
■VTTHEREAS my wife. Lizzie F. Stover, havff
ing left my bed and board without just
cause, this is to forbid all persons harboring
or trusting her on my account, as I shall
pay
no bills contracted by her after this date.
Gborge W. Stover.
Orland, Maine, April 2. 1908.
THE NULLIFICATION OF THE SUNDAY
STATUTE OF THE STATE OF MAINE.
wm hunting and shooting as usual
on Sunday in Cuniculous Park, Oct. 6,
1907. The State of Maine must Indemnify me
in the sum of $3,000 and $7,000, i. e. (ten
thousand dollars) for nullification of Sunday
‘‘close time" law. A like amount must be
to me for each and every violation of the
calogue by the State of Maine and the federal government of the United state of America.
Many Catharine Frets Austin.

THERE

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for
•1.00 per day and up; rooms w ith private
bath for fl.50 per day and up; suites of two
rooms and bath for "$3.00 per day and up,
Weekly rates on rooms with hot and cola
water and shower baths. |8.00 to fU.OO;
rooms with private baths, fy.00 to fti-wi
suites of tw'o rooms and bath, flo to *£»
ABSOLUTELY FI REP KOOK
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors.

Equipped with Its
uum

owu Sanitary
cleaning plant.

Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
Send for booklet.
STORER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

Kid

WINDSOR HOTEL

TAKE NOTICE.
penalty besides Maine laws for close
time is from $2,000 to $5,000 or thtrteeu
months in state prison; Sundays, $3,000 to
•7.000 or fifteen months’ imprisonment, in
each and every case of trespass in Cunicnlocus park from this date.
Many C. Feet* Austin.

Midway between Broad St. station
and Heading Terminal on rilbert St.
A convenient and homelike place to stay
while in the elty shopping, f
An excellent restaurant where good
sendee combines with low prices.

THE

W. T.

BKUBaKEB. Manager.

_

Aug. 21,1907.

Rooms Sl.OO per

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cunicolocus Park.
I
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United States of America
Mary C. Frets Austin.

DO

ilcg.u Xotirre.
Nolle- of First Meeting of Creditor*.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Charles W. Hoookins. } In Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt.

)

To the creditors of Charles W.
Hodgkins, o
Eden, in the county of Hancock and dis
trict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
'VT’OTICE is hereby given that on the lit!
Aprii‘ •• d l90s'the
Charlei
-fcA
W. Hodgkins was duly adjudicated bank<
rupt; and that the first meeting of biscredi
tors wUl be held at my office, at 39 Main street
In Ellsworth, Maine, on the 1st day of May
*•d*
AP o’clock In the afternoon, m
¥ the
which time
said creditors may attend
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examim
the brnkrupt and transact such other
hast
ness as may properly come before such
meet
«*•
william E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
7
Ellsworth, Me., April 15. 1908.

„d?3

..

day and up-

The on»y moderate rriced
tation aud consequence in

hotel of repu-

PHILADELPHIA.

BEST OF
HARDY
northSturdy .'-year-old bushes, imported from
m any
ern Ireland and Kngland; sure to thrive
resti
garden with ordinary eare and give flue
beginning this season. Hybrid Perpetual., r
Tea.and Uj
each; 10 for *3; 100 for
Teas, 50c each; to for*.; too lor *35- S*11"
a
Hat of over 40 varieties, or order to com
trust to

os.

MT. DESERT
Ws.

Mrt.LSH. Mgr.,

Subscribe

for

NURSERIES,
Ban

Tbe

Haaeon.

American

INJUNCTION

denied.

petition of residents

of BAY-

BY JUDGE SPE AR.
SIDE HEARD
SUPPLY CO. WILL

„XBWOBTH POWBR
CONTINUE BUILDINO

POLK LINK

WITH CITY’S AUTHORITY.

of the supreme Judicial
denied the petition for
injunction to re.tr.in the
Power Supply Co. from buildthe public highway
pole lino along
Water street in Ellsworth
l .dine along
line.
,h. Trenton town
on this petiprotracted hearings
the citv government some weeks ago
the
permission it
company
-re the power
P
f,,r to build its line.
of the matter drew a
"vhe importance crowd wmch nearly
and expectant
tilled the courtroom.
Ji„<iffeSpo«r.

rt

of Maine,

fnrtliminary
itl.wortb

ftaa

w.,,'

tkk hrarino.

petitioners were Scott S. Estey
The pel
0. "■ Alley, D. E. Hurley appearand 0
'The power company was
for them.
by Henry M. Hall. It, preal

represented

atatement setting forth
dC?lr Hall made and
purpose., and the
its organization
under which it obtained
irenmstamelllsm
citv permiMion to build its Iui«*.
for the
Stated the
"uj Hurler
severs! grounds
petitioners-, contending has
not
leant
company
tbit the power
of the
Some
the city.
In
from

A. Leonard, chief-engineer in charge of
electric construction works on Union
river, was called. Mr. Leonard gave bis
experience in electrical work, which, he
vll«itorfh Prtr'
said, covered about fourteen years.
Ar Apr 18, schs Melissa Trask. Belfast; N B
On cross-examination Mr. Leonard said
Ayer, New York; Lulu W Ef pes. Bar Harbor
it would be a rather unusual thing fora
Sid Apr 20, seta Ado C Stuart, Bar Harbor
wire the sixe that we have to use to break;
Ar Apr 20. seta Henrietta A Whitney. Boston
Hid Apr 21, sch David Faust, Bangor
the wires are copper and not insulated; if
one did break it would throw the circuitCmiHM I'oriM.
|
i breaker in the power-house, and shut off
Wmt Sullivan —8ld Apr 14. sch Donna
the current; the wire would then he dead Briggs, N Y
Sid Apr 17, sch Mary Augusta, N Y
and harmless.
Hid Apr IS, sch John 8 Henchman. N Y
These questions and answers followed;
Hid Apr 20, sch Franconia, Boston
Q. What would be the danger of a stream
Ar Apr IB, schs Franconia. Mary Augusta
of water coming in contact with it ?
Ar Apr 18, sebs Abel W Parker, Alma, Chaa
A. I don’t know.
Hurd
Ar Apr 19 sch Storm Petrel
Q. Don’t you know what the danger
would be if a stream of water came
in contact with the wire ? A wire of
BOR.V
this voltage ?
Mr. Hall. There is no water system where BRIDGES—At Hluehill.
April 11. to Mr and
these
Mrs Luther W Bridges, a son. [Wilbur
people live.
Mr. Hurley. There may be.
Long.]
Mr. Hall. There isn’t now.
BUTLER-At Tremont. March. 23, t:> Mr and
Mrs Alfred Butler, a son.
A. No, I don’t know what would happen. I never have known of a cur- CARTER—At Stonington. April 13. to Mr and
Mrs Samuel Carter, a daughter. [Erminie
rent of water striking a high tension system.
Madeline.]
DOW—At Tremont, April 19, to Mr and Mrs
Q.' You never heard of one?
Raymond Dow, a son.
A. I have never been able to get any inFRANCES At Tremont, March 4, to Mr and
formation on the subject.
Mrs A'f'ert Frances, a son.
What
in your opinion as an electricQ.
HAMBLIN —At Tremont. Mirch 18, to Mr and
ian?
Mrs Leslie Hamblin, a daughter.
A. Well, I presume a certain
proportion j KEI.LA Y At Tremont. March 14. to Mr and
~~

—

a

the

j

case

on

a

t

Sound- were: That
Section »se illegal,

I

under the

r.Iliite

limed

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

the last municipal
the returns on the

warrant- being defective; that
the permit should have been
by the mayor and full board, not
majority; that of the three aldermen

MARINE LIST.

the

!

IQ.
A.

Aid. Stock bridgeit,
bJJt. void X»T
alderman at all.
admitting
one-

even
not in
en alderman,
that be was legally elected
when elected city treasurer, he
to be alderman; that the city bad
to grant the petition because the
had no right to grant to

Q.

hwMature

Q.

constitutional.

Q.

It <u admitted that Mr. Estey and Mr.
Aliev are the owner* of the property
over which this
adjoining the highway
-imposed power line is to run, and that

A.

t—Lua?

A.

■oTriaht

municipalities such powersf aa right of
was uneminent domain—that aucb an act

A.

thh bvidrnck.

of
electricity might follow the
stream of water. I don’t know what
proportion. Water itself is a nonconductor of electricity.
Would there 1m.* force enough to kill a
man who h»<l hold of tho nozzle?
I never heard of it killing a man.
That wasn’t what I asked you.
1 don’t know. I have never beard of
any person being killed by a stream
of water. (Question repeated.) I am
unable to say because I don’t know.
As an electrician you say yon don't
know.
I don’t know. I don’t know any electrician who does know.
What effect would it have if a telephone wire came in contact with
your power wire?
I presume the telephone wire would
be burned through.
Would there be any danger to any one
on the other end of the telephone?
1 don’t know about that.
What is your opinion as an electrician?
Well, the telephone wire is so small in
to the amount of current
that I should hot
suppose that a
large enough current to injury anywould
follow
a telephone wire.
body
A certain pr^portion would follow it.
Then in your opinion there wouldn’t
bo any injury to a person at the tele-

Mrs Jacob Re!lay, a son.
j MILLIKHN—At
Hancock. April

j

1

[Anna Millieeut.]

IHKI).
BATCHEI.DER—At Brooklln. April 17, Horace
J Batchelder, aged 58 years, 5 months, 18
days.
BLA.I8DELL—At North Ellsworth. Ar»ril 17,
Mrs Sarah \ Blaisdell, aged 54 years, 3
months. 24 davs.
BRIDGES-At. B*st Bluehlll, April 18, Lester,
son of Luther N
Bridges, aged 14 vears.
COUSINS—At South Brooksville/ April 19.
Clara, wife of William Cousins, aged 56

"rhewurt

admitted them to

see

in

the

t

what

bearing they might have, and suggested
that if the returns were defective, the returning officers might amend them.

Clerk Hale then testified to the election
of Aid. Stock bridge aa city treasurer, and
to his qualification as such. He also testified to the issuing of a permit issued to
the power company to construct its line
along the highway to the Trenton line.
It Is admitted that these wires will run
approximately thirty-one feet above the
ground, and tbat they will be at a distance
of eight feet from the buildings of the
coaipbunant Eatey; that these wires will
carry a voltage of 30,000 volts, and that
Hr, Merrill, the electrician of the Postal
Telegraph Co., if preeent, would testify
that in the event of one of the wires
bntking, and n person coming in contact
with it, it would mean instant death, and
that it is not an extraordinary thing for
one of them to b.- broken; that if a telephone wire came in contact with the
power wires, it wonld mean instant death
to the person at the end of the telephone;
that in the event of a Are, a stream of
water coming in contact with the wires
would mean instant death to the person
who had hold of the noaxle of the hose.
That this company will not furnish electncity directly to any of the inhabitants of
Ellsworth for the purpose of lighting or
anything like that, simply to another corporation that this company furnishes
electricity to another company which uses
the whole output substantially for public
electric lighting purposes iin Ellsworth and

Frank Silliman, jr., an officer of the Bar
Harbor A Union River Power Co. and of
the Bangor Electric & Railway Co., and
an expert electrical engineer, was called.
In response to a request by Mr. Hall that
he state to the court his views as to the
danger of the proposed transmission line
in Ellsworth, having listened to the testiinonv of the prior witness, and especially the testimony that it is said would
have been given by an absent witness on
the other side, Mr. Silliman said:
“My experience w'ith this sort of thing,
this transmission line, over a
period of
time that covers very nearly the whole
lifetime of the art, would lead me to be
lieve that the risk in connection with this,
while there ia some risk, is very slight.
The degree of risi; is show n by the experience throughout the history of the art.
Lines of this voltage, and a voltage
twice that which is proposed to be used on
this line, are in common use, particularly
in the West, and some in the East, radiating from Niagara Falla particularly, lines
of 60,000 volts running from Niagara Falls
to the city of Syracuse, stopping at every

large city, including Rochester,

on

These
off;

JORDAN—At Trenton, April 20. Henry A Jordan. formerly of Ellsworth, aged 58 years. 8
months. 15dmys.
KEITH —At Winter Harbor. April 18, Mrs
Bradley Keith, aged 43 years.
PIPER—At Eastbrook. April 12. Herbert I
Piper, aged 29 years, 12 days.
STANLEY—At Manset. April 19, Richard,
only child of Mr and Mrs Everett G Stanley,
aged 6 months.
WOOSTER—Drowned at Hancock. April 18,
Eben P Wooster, of Waltham, Mass, aged
87 years. 7 months.

j
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SIMPSON,

Our
dren
very

In Marble and (tranlte.

j

\

and

CEMETERY WORK

j

j

j

Pale, Thin,
Nervous ?

A.

Send postal and I will be pleased
call, show new and artistic
designs and give lowest prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Highest
references.
to

A.

Q.
A.

Then your blood must be in
a very bad condition.
You
certainly know what to take,
then take it —Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. If you doubt, then
consult your doctor. We know
uhat he will say about this
grand old family medicine.
Thl*

w the Aral
question your doetnr would
bowel* regular?” lie kuow*
a- tion uf the bowels la absolutely
ni to
recovery. Keen your liver active
1 T‘ -ir
bowels r.^uUr by taking laxative
do^fs of Ayer’* hills.

.‘A.r®
d:u»y

Maaa

AGUE CURE.
CHERRY PECTORAL
We have no aeerets! We pobllah
the fortau «s of o.l our medicines.

Cures Coughs And Colds.
Hyoinel

Give* Relief Id lO Minutes
Cure* Over Night.

Everybody knows, or ought to know,

last

Hyomel is recognized among
•cientiste as (he specific for Catarrh,
Asthma, Bronchitis and Hay Fever,
at there are a
great many people
»hodo not know that
Hyomei will
COU*k or oo1<* *n less than 24

hwus*

A.

and
the

and open the circuit-breaker.
tree did not come in
contact with it, but was a foot or two
feet from the wire; what
or three
effect would it have on the sliade-tree ?
It would have the same effect as if it
was a hundred miles from the place.
What would that effect be?
Nothing.
In your opinion it doesn’t affect shadetrees in the least unless it comes in
contact with them ?
Exactly so.
CITY MEETING.

Driver of Hook aiul Ladder
Truck Elected.
At Monday evening’!* meeting of the
city government, Aid. Stock bridge, president of the board, presided, in the abAll the aldermen
sence of the mayor.
New

present.

On motion the board proceeded to the
election of a driver of the hook and ladder truck in place of Arthur Merriam, resigned. Albert Hamilton received two
votes, and was declared elected. Aid.
Staples and Jordan did not vote.
Aid. Estey, for committee on new roads,
asked for further time, which was granted.
A petition signed by twenty-nine residents of Third street, asking for a new
plank walk for about 100 yards from State
street and additional crushed rock from
end of plank walk to Leonard lake, for
attention to a pool of water which stands
accross walk at one point during rains,
on road, was referred to
and for
the committee on streets and the street

repairs

commissioner.
The matter of buying broken rock from
C. S. Johnston was referred to the street
commissioner.
...
Aid. Jordan said a member of the board
of health bad told him the city had no
of
authority to fix the compensation of
members of the board other than that
the health officers, and had asked the city
to provide for the payment of the members out of the contingent fund. The
matter was tabled.
E. K. Hopkins complained of a drain
lot
carrying sewage, which ran across his for
A. I. Saunders,
on Hancock street.
the owner of the American house, spoke
in regard to the same drain. The matter
was referred to the committee on streets
and the street commissioner.
A

recess

was

taken to

Monday

evening,

April 27.
GREEN LAKE.

building
Henry Ober, who has started
cottage, has the outside all finished.
E.
i>r.
Nealley.
He bought the land of
Among visitors to the lake over Sunday
were Harry Chapman, wife, son and maid,
Mr. and Mrs. Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Noves,
Mr.

a new

1

oiiiflL
Wck
relief in

o

ana

caaee

mac

u

of catarrh.”

Mr. and Mrs. Benedict and children,
Eider.

Furnishings

being oniy

is

ready. .The
housekeeper.

command the attention of every

a

few weeks

assortment and

Tapestry, Velvet and Moquette Rugs, Art Squares, Linoleums
Oil Cloths, Straw Mattings, Brussels and Tapestry Carpetings, Woolen
Carpets, Stair Carpets, Couch Covers and Portieres and Home

in,

of

and consist

demand this seasop,

are

in General.

BOOTS and SHOES for Men, Women and Chilof the largest assortment in Ellsworth.
Tan shoes being in

Spring styles

large

we

prepared

very

in them.

strongly

sole agents for several of the best makes such

as

Walk Over, for Men

Women, The Stetson, Burt, Patrician, Cross shoes. Our specialty
Children, and no better assortment can be found anywhere.

;

For Low Prices and Reliable Goods We

IMI.

are

is footwear for

Headquarters.

C3-JLXjXjElI?,rr.

Reeled

Poplar
Bought

them ?
The wire coming in contact with a
shade-tree would burn the limb that
it came in contact with, and open the
circuit-breaker at the power-station.
Burn it, 1 mean, the moment of contact

were

Home

line of

for Easter. Easter

the

along the
Waukeag
also

Q. Supposing the

j

are

We

way, are in daily use; and from Niagara
Falls to Buffalo lines have been in use for
many years- high tension lines. There is,
of course, some element of riak, as there
is with almost soy thing; the pole itself
might fall down and hit some one, but the
risk is a rather remote one, just as it is
that the wires will come down. There is
no danger from the mere fact that they
are there.”
Continuing, Mr. Silliman referred to
transmission lines in Maine with which
he was familiar, saying tnat he did not
vicinity.
At this point Mr. Hall stated that while know of a single accident in connection
itistruetlm company will not furnish with them that affected the public. High
electricity for lighting fo individuals, it tension lines are so common, even up to
does furnish it to soother corporation 60,000 volts, that he had never before heard
which furnisbea it to individuals.
the proposition advanced that they were
Mr. Hall said he had nothing to offer unusually hazardous things.
unless the court desired to hear evidence
The cross-examination by Mr. Hurley
on the subject of
danger. In response to was as follows:
the court 's desire to hear such evidence, J.
Q. What effect would these wires have on
shade-trees that came in contact with

2U&crtiscmnits.

prices

an

Lace and Muslin Curtains,

& E. Simpson )
SULLIVAN, MAINE.

:

!

Spring

specially selected
early selection.

were

Furnishings
(Successor to II

j

Our
low

goods

recomend

we

'Hmcrtisrmfm.

EUGENE

to new arrivals of

Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists, Dress Goods, Gloves and Corsets.

months.

adjoining owners.
City-Clerk T. E. Hale was called and
produced the warrants and the returns Q.
For the railing of the laat municipal elecphone?
tion, which were offered by Mr. Hurley
for the purpose of showing the lllegality A. No.
of the election, because of defects

We call attenlion

DRISCOLL—At Pretty Marsh, April 14, Mrs
Ralph Driscoll, aged 17 vears.
DUNBAR—At North C'astiue, A|
April 14, Samuel
Dunbar, aged 81 years.
HERRICK—At North
Brooklin. April 16,
Quincy Adams Herrick, aged 80 years. 11

proportion

the fee is in the

18, to Mr and
Mrs Fred E Millikan, a son.
SNOW—At North Brooksville. April 14, to Mr
ami Mrs Eugene Snow, a daughter.
STEVENS—At Surry, April 14, to Mr and Mrs
Omar .1 Stevens, a sou.
WALKER—At Portsmouth. N H, April 14 to
Mr and Mrs Nelson Y Walker, a daughter.

1

ft
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THE
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SKCTET^l
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COMFORTABLE
ideal combination, grace and4
beauty combined with
ease and comfort, is found
to perfection in La France
Shoes for Women.
No shoe at any price
is made of finer materials;
no shoe is better made;
no shoe offers a bigger
value for the money.
The styles are those of
Paris and New York,
the skilled and conscientious workmanship
embraces the unseen
parts of the shoe as
well as the parts that

THAT

show.
La France Shoes
for Women are made
in various styles and
models—you will
be sure ,to find
something to fit and

please you.

The La France

Flexible Welt
should interest

you—it’s

the

easiest of all

stylish

shoes.

6. Li
ELLWOliTH,
Mi-IXE.

von

banks of Union River.

or

!

HAWES,

Coaling Station;

to

Those interested please call

BEAUTIFUL
THE SHOE

line of railroad from

on

Gal

HATS.

Incorporated.
I

address:

WHITCOMB. HAYNES & CO.,
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

THE—

FOR SALE AT

CLARION.
Whether it's a

C. L.
range

or

a

Morang’s Department Store,

fur

Ellsworth, Maine.

nace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is

requirement.
Slade by the Wootl Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

to meet every

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street,

ELLSWORTH

PAS’,

NO

Alt kind* of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTCY Sl CO.,
ELLSWORTH

Oriental

Rug

Works.

L. L. MORRISON,

Send for circular.

SK0WHE6AN, ME.

MONEY-MAKING FARMS
for sale in Maine, New Hampshire aiul Massachusetts. Send
for catalogue. EDWAR D S FARM
AGENCY, l’ortland, Maine.

AUTHORS—Enroll

■■
■

|A

I

GOOD

having

We want YOUR shipments of
VEAL-LAMBS-POULTRY & EGOS.
We get top market prices and make

|

FARM

Not particular about location. I
for sale.
Please give price and description, and rea-1
son for selling State when possession can I
be had. Will deal with owners only.
L. Darbyshik*, Box 984, Rochester, N. Y. I

returns.
F. I. WESTON CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

prompt

|

$roft**umal

in

out
“Literary Guild’’ of N. E. amateur
writers. Limited to 100 picked members
Send your MS to us. You may have
something that will bring you fame
and money. If it is your ambitioivto become a great author write us for particMAYHEW PUBLISHING CO.,
ulars.
92 RUUOLES ST.. BOSTON.

We charge no commission for selling
Ship us your LIVE POULTRY. Prompt returns.
W. H. RUDD & SON CO.,
Mass.
Boston,

| Eggs.

WANTED
owner

NEW PANEUIL HALL MARKET-BOSTON.

| Reference*—Fourth Natioual Sank and all
mercial agencies.

Catbs.

*"

Maple Sugar and Syrup must he branded with
manufacturer’s name and P. O. address
on all packages.

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
Office). First National Batik Buildini;.
...

com

SHIP YOUR
Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Eggs, Game,
Berries, etc., to
Chapin Bros., Boston, Mass.

J. WALSH,
EDMOND
attorney

Ellsworth,

Poultry Co.,

PREMIUM PAID
FOR FANCY HENNERY EGGS.

Bangor, Me.

to hear from

Specialty.

77-79 Fulton st., Boston.

,

57 Main St.,

a

Boston Live

C. [. Slit# D. D.1

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpet* denned Clean.

Broilers

prices.

MB

Poultry Wanted.

Prompt Returns at Topmarket Prices.
Strictly Commission.

few. It's a specialty with me; besides
years of ex|>erieiicc and the “know how.”
1 have every facility for doing perfect
work—work that will give lasting satisfaction. Don’t waste your money on the
ordinary methods of the average dentist;
come to me and get the best, at ordinary

WA8HKE."

WEST ESt* UUIDUK*

Live

Comparatively few dentists can do good
erowu and bridge work—Tm one of those

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
NO

Commission fflfrctjnnta.

Don’t Take Chances
With Your Teeth!

Maine.

I

Orders solicited for all standard varieties
seed aud eating potatoes,

of

'MEXICAN ha* s^scriber*

i..

r.r additional Count *

i post-office* in Hancock county.
All t"t piker papers in the County comMne no ao: reacn so many. The Amerinot the only paper printed i*
can
Banick county, and ha* never claimed to
U is the only paper that can propft#,
called a County paper; all th*
erty
feet are merely local papers. The circula- I

§f th

HJNTY NEWS.

BLUEH1LL.
O. T. Hinckley is serving on the jury in
Ellsworth.
W. 3. Horton, who runs the milk roitfe,
has been ill.
Henry Clay, who has been away for
tome time stone-cutting, is at home.
Misses Mildred and Edith Chase and
Orendic Mason are teaching in Sedgwick.
K. Dow

1.

Mrs.

Miss

and

Soda Crackers that crackle as
Crackers should

good Soda

have returned from a business trip
to Boston.
George Mason, of Brockton, Mass.,
recently spent a few days with his parents,
William Alason and wife.

bride’s home.

With meals—for meals—between meals

Archer, a Great Pond boy, is
successful school of law, at
street, Boston, known as the
Suffolk School of Law. The managing
board is composed of Gleason L. Archer,
L. L. B., dean; Arthur W. Mac Lean, J.
M. ; Hiram J. Archer, esq.
Mrs. Mary Stalbin, of Delta, Wash., formerly of Great Pond, is now in the Everett hospital being treated for a dislocated
hip ana broken leg, the result of slipping
Gleason L.

conducting

The ladies of the W. R. C. will give a
conundrum supper at their rooms Thursday afternoon at 5.30 o'clock.
The B.-G. S. A. base-ball team played
the E. M. C. S. team iu Bucksport April
18, and was defeated by a score of 17-2.
The teachers and pupils of the public
■chools and academy enjoyed a holiday

«■

In dust tight,
moisture proof packages.
Never sold in bulk.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

when alighting from a
orange
street car. She was going to visit her
brother, T. A. Williams, in Everett.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Max Abram and Nathan Twining,
whose stores were broken into a few weeks
ago, were summoned to Ellsworth to court

MEMORIAL

Parker Point.
Wilford Conary, who spent part of his
raring vacation with his sister, Mrs. I. K.
Dow, nas returned to Baring, where he is
school.

With Mrs. Stanley at Mark island lighthouse.
Irving Simpson has strived home from
North Haven with a gasoline boat built by
J. O. Brown.
Lvman F. Grey, of Rockport, formerly
of this town, is visiting his parents, Capt.
James Grey and wife.
ctm

There were appropriate services in the
two churches Easter. There w as special
muaic and handsome floral decorations.

Congregational

church seven persons were received into the church on confession of faith and two by letter. A tine
Easter concert was given in the Baptist
church in the evening. It was largely attended, as an invitation from *ir. Bettel,
the superintendent, extended to the Conwas

M.

Sedgwick Thursday

look after some paving blocks they

Mrs. S. A. Long went to the Eastern
Maine general hospital, Bangor, to-aay
for surgical treatment. She was accompanied by her hus baud and daughter Mar-

jorie.

Mrs. John Duffy, of Waldoboro, Mrs.
Prestbn Duffle, of Stonington, and Miss
Ethel Bridges, of Bar Harbor, were called
here Sunday by the death of their brother,
Lester Bridges.
Chase Robertson, of Buck’s Harbor,
ia here looking after the loading of the
achooner Ida Gibson, which is loading
block at the old Collins Granite
>.’s wharf, for New' York.
The community was saddened Saturday

Sving

by the death of Lester, agod fourteen,

son

of Luther N. Bridges. The funeral services will be held at 1 p. m. to-day at
the Baptist church. The stricken family
has the deep sympathy of all.
20.

»

R.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
B. A. Gray is at work at the Point.
The clam factory has closed, to the dis•pointment of a great many.
Harry Conary has gone to Belfast to
board the boat Norma for the season.
Mrs. Bell Wood has returned home from
North Brooklin, where she has spent the
last six weeks.
Ugial Candage has commenced his
season’s work at the Point for Miss Sweet,
at the Homestead.
Mrs. Teagle will not occupy her cottage
this season. She sailed for England some
two weeks ago, and w'ill rent her cottages.
The school is discontinued at this place.
Irving Candage will transport the pupils
to South Bluehill, where they will attend
school.
Crumbs.
April 13.
_

Colby Hooper has employment
on

o*hm page*

at

Buck's

OTIS.
is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Roscoe Haslain, of

Mrs. Adelbert
liusoand's

Waltham.

Crosby

supervisor of schools,
part of last week on

Albert Kincaid,
in Ellsworth

was

Maddocks has her little brother
here with her while her father is ill.
Mrs. Duffee and son Harold, who have
employment in Brooklin. came home Friday and returned Monday.
Crumbs.
April 20.

STONINGTON.

for

an

ments will be

extended visit among relatives and

friends in Massachusetts.
H. G. Trajy and wife, of Wilton, and W.
E. Tracy and wife, of Franklin, were
week-end guests of Mrs. Charles Googins.
The many 'riends here of Ralph Bowley

:

j

j

and wife deeply
the
of
death
Natalie.

April

sympathize
their

April

Bradley D. Keith, died
long and painful illness,
forty-three years. Mrs.
Keith was a loving mother and wife, a
kind neighbor, and was respected
by all

who knew her. She leaves a husband and
live children. Mrs. Keith was a member
ut Kubie chapter, O. E. S., whose ministrations all through her illness have made
the burdens lighter. At the request of
the family, the chapter performed the
tuneral ceremonies of the order.
April 20.
E.

Non.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Leonard
White is much improved

Friends

wife of
Saturday, after a
i.t the age of

daughter

20.

are

a

in

M.

20.

MAltLBOHO.
Matthew McIntyre is in Ellsworth
business.

horse

pleased to know of the imof little Esther Pearson
after recent operations

served.

Lizzie,

with them in

infant

proved condition

Hodgkins is in Ellsworth, where
employment.
Mrs. Ingersoll, of Bar Harbor, is workMiss Villa Booker, of Lee, is teaching
in district No. 3.
ing for Mrs. Harry Kodick.
G.
W. Bowden is building a new house
Clifton Dolliver bought two pairs of
and W. G. Bowden is buildings new barn.
horses at Bangor last week.
Mrs. Clara Ford has gone to Houlton to
Chester Grindle and Walter Watkins,
visit her daughter, Mrs. E. C. Alexander.
of Boston, are at the Grindle cottage.
Melvin Wilbur has gone to West EUaPlutarch.
April 20.

3tbbrrti«cuunU.

|

friends here.

Foley's Kidney Remedy corrects irregulnrities and makes women well. Miss Carrie
Harden, Bowling Green, Ky., writes: '*1 suffered much pain from kidney and bladder
trouble until! started to use Foley’s Kidney
bottle gave me great relief,
Remedy. The firstthe
second bottle I was
and alter taking
entirely well." G. A. Paacuaa.
sex.

A New Orleans

{
>

woman was

thin.

Because she did not extract sufficient
nourishment from her food.
,

A Common Mistake.
women mistake kidney and bladder
some irregularity peculiar to the

reavement.

Beoolved, That In the death of our dear
brother we lose one who was always ready
to help and give counsel; hia presence and
pleasant smile will always be remembered

She took Scott's Emulsion,
Result:
She

gained

a

pound

a

day

in

weight.

ALL DRUGGISTS! SOc. AND tlAO

e

little while

tZ7~~

teM-

book*,
otartet'dr*^.'*'
■noarala* for thirty days. a
family, aad a ooay to Tae KLuwo.^i *0 «»
«» for publication.
J
Bassov Rice^
Committee oa rcaoMtlo..
corded

OB our

oar

“V.S.t!"'-

_

MARIA VII.IP
Dr. Morriaon la making aotne remi~
P*1"°n
farm bouae here.
Ebon Warren, of Otia, la in town
u,‘
ting wood with hia horse power.
Harry Goodwin, who haa been awaein.
UMwlat«r,la home. All are glad
hie

toT,£

Hazel Avenr-wbo has been
spending ,
few weeks with her father here!
retnrL!
tuned
to Great Pond Monday.
Rutna Crawford and family, who h.~
been living in Elleworth the
past
nave returned
here. Mr.
recently been employed at Dr.
farm. Samuel Moore and wife, who h.J
been working there the
past year w
moved away.
Sad neai reached hero from Banaop rt»
the death of Mia, Mary Btack,

wL?

CraWf'rd^
Morriso?!
dJugL

George
Augusta Black, of Bancor
and granddaughter of George
Black,of
town. She waa well known here, and hi,
deat h causea aorrow. she died of
tvnhoid
pneumonia at the Bangor hoapiui Sunday
morning. Her parenta and relatives havr
the heartfelt aympathy of frienda here
April 13.
and

of

thT,'

'g

_

Samuel Froet is at bia old home for
*
while.
Frank Jordan's home here is deed for
the season.
A big bull moose crossed the field of n
u'
A. Frost last week.

bouKhta
„Fr»^£™J*reo“My
Howard Crosby, of Aurora.

hormof

Rosa Frost, who has been ill the nasi
six montha, is convalescent.
Mrs. Joste Frost lost a valuable
watch and chain Mat Tuesday whilegold
on
her way home from Bangor. The watch
was
lost somewhere between Clifton
corner and Jason Grant’s home.
April 30.
8
_

HANCOCK'

POINT.
Mrs. Levi Beed and son Hollis are in
town. Mrs. Read will work this summer
for H. D. Ball.
The frienda of Harvey Carter and wife
sympathize with them in the death of
their only child. Hazel. She was a hrizht
*
little girl.
Mr*. Arthur Crabtree, with her son
went to Halifax Saturday to spend the
summer with her parents, Mr. snd Mrs
DeYoung. Mr. Crabtree and hie brotherin-law will go to Northeast Harbor, when
they have employment.
April 19.
E.
A Twenty-Year Sentence.
“I have Just completed a twenty-year
health sentence imposed by Buckien’s
Arnica Salve, which cored me of bleeding
piles Just twenty yean ago,” writes 0. 8.
woolever, of LeRnyaviUe, N. Y. Bucklen’a Arnica Salve heads the worst sores,
boils, burns, wounds and cuts in ths
shortest time. 35c. at E. G. Moore’s drag
store.

atbtrUirauntt.

The Best Spring Medicine in
the Werid is

TRUE'S ELIXIR
Spring usually finds the whole system

run down
less out of order. The bowels are
sluggish and inactive—the system is debilitated—
the blood impoverished. Nearly
everybody needs
a
Spring Remedy. For 57 years True's Elixir has
been the standby of thousands at this season, as it
is the best possible remedy to arouse the stomach,
liver and bowels from their
sluggish condition.
It is purely vegetable and
perfectly harmless.

and

more or

Price, 35e, 50c

and

$1.00

per bottle at all dealers.

day.

W. S. Archer is home from Lawrence,
Mass. He is painting his house.
Gussie Graves, who has been in Bangor
the past winter studying vocal and instrumental music, has returned.
Robie Norwood, who is on the
jury at
Ellsworth, spent Saturday night and Sunday with George H. Coggins and wife.
Mrs. J. Wesley Bowden, of Castine,
spent last week with her mother, Mrs. A.
E.

Austin,

weens

Mrs.

recovering

who is
illness.

Daniel

after several

and
at her old

Champion

family
home

several weeks
here. Mr. Champion accompanied
out has returned.

spending
April

are

them,
Y.

20.

LAMOINE.
Miss Mabel Young returned to Bangor

Roy Stratton left Wednesday for Boston,
where he has employment.
Friends of New ell Coolidge are glad to
learn that he is improving.
The Easter concert by the Sunday school
was
very enjoyable. The programme follows: Voluntary; opening
ture reading; chorus;

chorus, scrip-

prayer, pastor; song,
Mae Kittredge; recitation, Eugene Covey,
Mildred Smith; chorus; recitation, Ella

Springer;

chorus;

exercise, “Planting

Stop

Your

Cough

Three or four drops of Johnson's Anodyne Liaiaent on
sugar re!ieves tick ling in the throat and stops the cough. Colds,
if unchecked, may cause serious throat and lung troubles.
To avoid risk, apply Johnson's Anodyne Liniment promptly.

Johnson’s
Liniment
Has been a successful family remedy for nearly a century,
for both internal and external uses.
Internally for Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness. Bronchitis
and most respiratory disorders.
Externally it dismisses any pain. Cuts, Wounds.
Sprains. Muscular Rheumatism. Swollen and Frost-bitten
Feet. Pain leaves the moment the liniment is applied.
Gu:ir:int*«*U under th<* Food sod Drugs Act, June SO, 1W
Serial number SIS.
At all BracibU. **e. »4 »•«. Of* a Battle now
KEEP IT ALWAYS U THE MtttJUC.

I. S. Johnson & Co.

Bortom. Mm

Seeds," four little girls;chorus; recitation,
Dewey Smith; chorus: recitation, Edna
Springer; song, Mae Kittredge; chorus;
benediction.

April

20.

S.

KINEO RANGES

LAMOINE.
Lawrence Haslem left last Tuesday for
Me.
Cbina,
J.Sberman Douglass left this morning
for Kingman, where he will be employed.
Capt. F. L. Winterbotham left here Wed-

Green-

Simon Crokyn, of Rockland, is clerking
for his brother, Philip Crockett.
Calvin P. Moon has gone to housekeep- j
ing in Koy Fide id’s residence.
MrB. J. P. Simonton is spending a week

Many

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS

The Great Spirit has spoken and called
from this hunting ground of Baskahegan
tribe, Improved Order of Red Men, to the
great hunting ground beyond, where the shaft
of death is not known, our beloved brother,
Charles Blance, lr..
Resolved. That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to his family la Its great be-

EAST

Miss Mertie Mahoney, of Vinalhaven, is

troubles for

verse to remove from our midst our beloved
sister. Clara N. Morse, of Halcyon temple of
Pythian Sisters, No. 66. therefore be it
R toleed. We extend to her family our
heartfelt sympathy in their hours of sadness.
Ketoived, That in the death of Stater Morse
Halcyon temple has sustained a loaa that will
ever he felt at each meeting; we shall miss
the kindly smile and helpful suggestion of the
brave, true sister.
item!red. That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, a copy of these resolutions be spread on our records, a copy
sent to the family and copies to Bangor *Y«irs
and Ellsworth Americas.
Julia M. Goptill,
Susie M. Workman,
Alice B. Hutching*.

bu (one oil*

NORTH LAMOINE.
Harvard Kittredge left for Boston to-

Friday.
on

Samuel Willey is visiting friends in
Oouldaboro.
Leslie Gray, of Dedham, is living with
P. T. Hodgkins.
A. S.
he has

OAK POINT.

Spec.

Miss Annie Thurlow has gone to
Yille to teach.

repository.

Miss Eva Norton and Mrs. Clara Crane
returned from the Eastern Marne general

hospital, Bangor, Wednesday.
Rev. H. W. Conley, of Ellsworth Palls,
Merle Googins visited his aunt, Mrs. supplied the pulpit of the Baptist church
Bertha Wilbur, in Bar Harbor recently.
Sunday, morning and evening.
School will begin in the Union schoolSchoodic grange, P. of H., will confer
house April 27, Miss Sadie Mullan,teacher. the fourth degree upon a class of nine
Mrs. Sadie Gatcomb will leave this week candidates Thursday evening. Refresh-

Clarence Stratton and wife have moved
to Hancock Point for the summer.

and Selina Havey,
for appendicitis.

SOUTH BLUEHILL
Fred Hamilton and w ife returned home
last week from Boston, where they have
■pent the winter.
Mrs B. P. Spear and daughter Mae, of
North Brooklin, are at Mrs Hattie Day’s
> for a while.
Mae is attending school

April 15.

came

and automol ile

NORTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. F. H. Stratton is ill.

health and is able to sit up.
Archie Bunker has recently sold
and bought a pair of heavy ones.

stone.

Lula

visiting

George Davia and wife have moved into
Shea houae formerly occupied byGeorge Mosley.
Fred Grover and wife, of North Mariavilte, are visiting Mrs. Grover's father,
Roland Hodgkins.
Mrs. Abbie Bowden, who has spent the
winter in Trenton with her son Tllden, is
her son Gardiner for the
here with
the

_

to
to

are

ship.

Harbor

im

business.
summer.
Peter Anderson and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Are.
April 20._
W.
see
their
Mrs.
to
sister,
Tuesday
H. Tibbetts, who is ill.
large number of women and men.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
J. L. Salisbury and wife, who have been
Superintendent-of-Schools William H.
Mrs. Francis Corr left for Boston Monemployed at Lakewood for their brother, day morning.
Patten has gone to Augusta to attend a
State convention of school superintend- David Salisbury, returned home last week.
Mrs. George Emery and son Richard
ents.
Rufus Webb cut his wrist so badly that
arrived home Monday.
Mrs. Marv E. Wells is building a new he was obliged to visit a surgeon at EllsMiss Bennis returned home from Camhouse. Harvey Jones has the contract for worth last week to have the wound dressed.
the foundation and Greeley Small for the
Llewellyn Salisbury and wife are visit- bridge Monday morning. and Miss Helen
Mrs. Charles Simpson
carpenter work.
ing Mr. Salisbury’s parents, Nathan SalitSimonton, nury and wife, for a short time before Smith arrived from Boston Saturday.
oy invitation of Rev. J. P.
Mrs. Fannie Dunbar and daughter Marie
Joshua Davis lodge, I. O. O. F., and Rock- returning to their home in Brewer.
>ound Rebekah lodge will attend church
Mrs. Mary Jordan, of Bangor, who came returned Saturday from Greenville Juncin a body April 26.
to attend the funeral of her granddaughter, | tion.
The Stonington seniors of the high Miss Mary Black, will remain with her j The schools commenced Monday. A. J.
school will give a minstrel show next daughter, Mrs. Aaron Salisbury, a few Whitney returned to teach high school.
weeks.
Mrs. Workman. Mrs. Allen, Ina Willey
week, for the purpose of procuring funds
or their graduation.
The funeral of Miss Mary Black, of Ban- and Margaret Smith will have charge of
Capt. Samuel Judkins and wife will cele- gor, was held at the residence of Arden the next Soroses.
brato the fiftieth anniversary of their Young last Tuesday afternoon. Rev. J. D.
The community was surprised and sadPrigmore of Ellsworth Falls, officiating. dened to hear of the death of George
marriage on April 23. They have a family Mrs.
Moses Has lam and Mrs. Fred Grover
of six sons ana one daughter.
which occured Friday morning In
Emery,
sang appropriate selections. The flowers
Capt. Edwin Knowlton is now com- were beautiful. The pall-bearers were I Kansas City. The family has the symmanding the Blanche Viola Goss. This Percy and Harley Grover, Howard Kincaid pathy of friends. The body will be
boat plies between Stonington and the
brought to Sullivan for burial.
and Eben Salisbury. Interment was in
Benvenue Co.’s wharf to carry the men
H.
April 14.
the family lot in
cemetery.
Evergreen
employed there.
Miss Black had many friend and relatives
Nihil.
GOUJ-DSBORO.
April 18.
here, whom she bad often visited since the
Mrs. J. D. Guptill has gone to Bar
family moved to Bangor several years ago,
who deeply regret her early death.
Harbor.
EAST FRANKLIN.
Davis.
April 18.
Work commenced yesterday in HutchThere is a severe epidemic of whoopingcough in town.
ings' mill, sawing long lumber.
HARBOR.
WINTER
Mrs. Ethel Leighton, of &outh GouldsThe men appointed at town meeting to
A. H. Mayo, of Ellsworth, is visiting
boro, is w ith her parents, Alfred Young
keep the streams clear for the passage of friends
here.
and wife.
fish into the ponds, commenced to-day to
Nathan A. Bickford, of Ashville, was in
clear out the head of the bay mill stream.
George Farrar and wife, of Winter HarMiss Bussell, of South Livermore, who town Saturday.
bor, have moved into George Rolfe’s
was engaged to teach the grammar achool
Milton B. Jordan has moved his family house.
here, was taken suddenly ill, and Miss into his new' house.
The Arlie Palmer Specialty Co. has
Lillian Gray, of Orrington, was secured
Mrs. Priscilla Torrey, who has been very been giving entertainments in Bay View*
iu her place.
ill several weeks, is greatly improved.
hall this week.
Mrs. W. H. Gordon, who was taken to
Miss Mildred Coffin has gone to NorthGeorge Coombs and wife, of Bangor,
the hospital in Bangor recently, by Dr. were in town over Sunday, guests of Dr. east Harbor where she is to be
employed
Watson, is reported as doing well as can Small.
this summer.
be expected after an operation for appenMrs. C. E. Grover, who has been spendCharles Moore went to Bar Harbor todicitis. Mrs. Vida Leighton, of Union*
ing a few days in Bangor and VVaterville, day, called there by the serious illness of
ville, is keeping house for her sister, Mrs. returned home
Monday.
his mother.
Gordon.
F. V. Joy is changing the building forJ ex.
R.
April IS.
April 20.
merly known as Globe hsll into a carriage

opening of the Portland Packing
Jo.’s factory has given employment to a

few weeks.
Miss Marjorie Long was called home
from Boston by the illness of her mother,
Mrs. S. A. Long.
Capt. R. B. Long and Linw*ood Leach
went to Boston last week to join the
fchooner Ben Hur.
Luther N. Bridges was called home from
Marshall’s island Saturday by the illness
and death of his son Lester.
Schools began Monday, April 13, with
Q. V. Sinclair, of Columbia Falls, and
Miss Lilia Mclntire, of Bluehill, teachers.
John Charnley and William Farnsworth

April

odcitumal Oounty &«'*•

worth to visit his aunt, Mrs. G. M. Barron.

The

Guy Sinclair, wife and little child are
living in Mrs. Charles Miller's house for a

home from

COUNTY NEWfc.

of'Boston,

is in town
Mrs.'JohnSmith,
with her husoand, manager of the Ryan
Parker Construction Co.

gladly accepted.

EAST BLUEH1LL.
Mrs. Harvey Long has gone to Stonington to live.
John Ashworth and wife came home
from Stonington Sunday.
Mrs. Lester Grindle and Miss Tiliie
Marks spent last week in Stonington.
Miss Elizabeth York, of Portland,
Visited her brother Warren last week.

came

RESOLUTION*.

Whereat. It is the will of the silent, incomprehensible and almighty Ruler of the Uni-

April 17.
Mr. Clark, of Bar Harbor, was in town
April 18 making arrangements for furmakings for the McDonald cottage at

gregational society
April 20.

E.

April IS.

in Cleveland and Boston, has arrived in
town, and will open Ideal lodge for the

er

Beasuu.

At the

peel,

on an

Sunday.
April 20, as Patriot’s day
Miss May Ober, who has spent the win-

high

a

53 Tremont

came on

the

otkor page

The marriage of Lulu L., the oldest
daughter of Edgar Williams, formerly of
this place, now of Fairfield, and Clarence
Manley Cony, of Augusta, will take place
Wednesday, Apiil 22, at 6 p. m., at the

Uneeda Biscuit

Osgood

teaching

$00

home.

G.

Emma

Newe,

GREAT POND.
Bert Haynes is having a steel ceiling pot
in his house.
Claude Archer and son Lloyd, of Wesley,
are visiting relatives here.
Edgar Mdninch is building a shed to
connect his Louse and stable.
P. E. Mace is home from Fairfield, where
he attended the democratic convention.
Mrs. Mclninch is superintendent of
schools, which commence Monday. Miss
Vera Haslam, teacher, will board at
Charles Emery’s.
Mrs. Clarence is at home from Arlington, Mass., where she spent the winter.
She brought home a little daughter, three
months old—Eunice Helen.
The engagement is announced of Bernice, oldest daughter of Ezra Williams
and wife, and Wilbur Estabrook. of Bangor. The wedding is to be at the bride’s

The American, t>arring the Bar
Ho
Uecord's summer list, <• larger
Bar'
kat
than
of all the other papers printed
In Hancock county.

i

He

COUNTY NEWS.

aWirrtUmmt*.

'©mcniemunuk

S&bcTtifttmRTW.

107

til

nesday

to

resume

Work Well,

command of tbe steamer

J. T. Moree.
Mrs. Hannah Huckina has gone to Lynn,
Maaa., to spend the summer with her

grandchildren.
Capt. N. D. King and wife are home
from Southern Pines, N. C., where they
have spent the winter.

April 20.

H.

Important Decision.
It is important that yon should decide to
take only Foley’s Honey and Tar when you
bars a cough or cold, as it will cure the most
obstinate racking cough and expel the cold
from your system. Foley’s Honey and Tar
contains no harmful drugs. Insist upon having it. G. A. PaacHaa.

F.

B.

Bake

Well,

Look

Well.

AIKEN, Agent,

ELLSWORTH,

NOYE8 & NUTTER

Mfg.

MAINE.

Co.

Bangor, Maine.

inJrNTY
i”
*
yld ilfO"'1

management of Min Harriett® H. (Cole.
William H. Robbins has moved hi* family to the borne of hia late father to care for ndiUHonnl County f«wi in e4Hor poytt
for his stepmother, who is confined to her
bed.
BROOKUN.
The village school begins to-dsy, with
Mrs. Ida Carter is at home from HyanMiss Mildred Chase, of Bluehill, teacher.
Mass.
nis,
Min Lena Cousins, of Naskeag, is teaching
1
Albert Marks has gone to Massachusetts
in No. 7.
I* H. Bartlett and mother arrived from to Join his yacht.
Miss Georgene Travers’ household goods
Boston last week to put their home in
readiness for the summer. Mr. Bartlett were landed here last week.
Mrs. Chaples and daughter, of Hudson,
sp»nt the winter in California.
are at Capt. Judson
Freeibey’s.
April 20.
H.
Gardner Carter has moved his family
into Mrs. A. H. Sherman’s house.
PENOBSCOT.
Isaac Mayo and Victor Bridges attended
Roy E. Bowden, of Belfast, is spending
hi« vacation here.
the democratic convention at Fairfield last
week.
Miss Marion Leach is the gnest oi Mrs.
E. W. GrifBn is having an extension put
Bessie Qrindle in Bangor.
Mrs. Herman Perkins is in Belfast and on his house. Weston Gott is doing the
work.
vicinity visiting relatives.
Charles Johnston, who has been spendB. E. Varnum was in Bangor on busi-

NEWS
V«*l

•«

COUNTY NEWS.

<«»r» w
P»S

castine.

“

Emerson, of Bo»tor,
old home here.
Austin to spending a few
°< her P*renU“>•
-egaw# Unnthhav an>
wife, of Hoothbay, are
pnfnnta, N. P. Noyes
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V fir"N»r»’
Irife-

of Brookline,
M.b«l Camming*,
of her .liter, Mr*. E.

'i. thei'iest
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week of
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*.£*

of Bo.ton
hi.

parent.,

and wife-

rh.mberloin

is

in

the
Mason

w*»

lewieton a.
Red Men

"kp ££. tta local lodge of
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pow-wow.
Paj.on
a„nerintendent-of-8choois
fa town l..t week on busfness

Sl»‘"
State pc'*

fi^ with the .chooU.
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ness

Wednesday

Otis I^each

has lieen .pending
»«[, tine, who
the guest ol
week, in Medford,
home.
er has returned
last
week for
left
amv Witherle
whence she will Mil for Europe

P-,

'.it

■“•.H

has

deliver

Elmira Johnston in Bluehill last week.
Will JL®ach, of Bucksport, is spending a
few days with his sister, Mrs. Oscar Leach.

Sol several

months.
ami
ciam v, of Massachusetts,
of r-Hast, are guest, in the
E. E. Phil brook.
;
Vsrnum, who ha* bean apendher daughter,
with
Friday to her home here.
Ur Han.com has been for the past
attendance on the
t' in Boulton inMaine
conference,
Beat
-tings of the
award Staple, and wife, of Northeast
few daya laat
a
were guests for
Mr Staples’ parents, Allard
im and wife-

Ihlhm’v

S.

Baptist

fV

WEST BROOKSV1LLE.
Maurice Farnham, of Portland, is visiting his parents, John Farnham and wife.
Schooners Fred Emerson and Nelson Y.
McFarland are in the river waiting busi-

the memorial
church Friday e

[

Bangor.
April 20.

NORTH CA9ITNB.

April

by th death of her father, Samuel
Dunbar, arrived Thursday night from
fclsea. Mass. Miss Dunbar will not return at present, as the schoolbouse in
ihich she taught was burned in the late
Ire. She lost all of her clothing, books
tod many valuable presents, including

business

20.

trip

to

Message

NEW MERIES

open. Share*. Si each; monthly pay
meats, SI per share.

WHY

PAY

RENT

can borrow on yotir
a first mortgage and
redm.v il every month? Monthly
Mid Interest batcher
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent. Mild m about ten >e«rs you

Stonington.

>on

Don’t

UWN

For particular-*
W

Adams Herrick, a life-long resident of this community, died April 16 at
his home here after a brief illness. He
was not only a thorough farmer, but a

good blacksmith, a first-class carpenter
and a master shipbuilder, having been
master workman

of the finest oldtime clipper ships. It was said of his
the
workmanship by
superintendent at
the foremost ship-yard in Boston, at a
time when there was a fleet of 500 full-

17.
_______

A Good
BUCKSPOKT CENTER.
Thing aud Nothing to Pay.
Jo*t see what Dr. Greene offers to do for I
The homestead of Charles A. Arey,
stable and outbuildings, also
*11 weak and
bam,
house,
suffering people. He is the the
residence of J. N. Clark, station agent,
®ost successful
in
curing were burned Friday, with an aggregate
living specialist
Qwvous and chronic diseases.
His un- loss of about $5,000, partially insured. The
Ptoalleled offer to consult with anyone, fire started in the grass near the Maine
from u spark
Central station,
charge, by letter correspondence, from a locomotive.probably
Fanned by a strong
u
^oin{f wonderful good. If you have wind it spread rapidly and swept down
in a few minutes. The
toiy complaint which
you do not thor- upon the buildings
of the furniture of
livestock and a
understand, and which you would the Avery placepart
The nre
w'ere saved.
f e cured, write the Doctor a letter atat- burned the telephone poles, putting the
other
Several
just how you feel and what
commission.
of
line
out
syinpbut were saved
r18 double you.
He will answer it, buildings were threatened,
hard
neighbors.
by
fighting
V3* a complete description of your case, by
'gaining the meaning of every sympBAR HARBOR.
ftud
telling how you can surely get
The night boat from Bar Harbor to Mt.
•nd
He
careful
most
strong.
gives
Desert rerry connecting with the late
Jpn to each letter, and explains your train to Boston, began running Monday.
that
understand
e,thoroughly
you
mVhat ails you. All this costs you
Resolve to keep happy, and your joy and
have
no
doctor’s
fees to pay, you shall form an invincible host against
antyou
Thion’t have to leave your home, difficulties.— Uelen Keller.

specialty of treating
Affords Perfect Security.
letter correspondence,
*^\>ughalways
Foley’s Honey and Tar affords perfect
get well. He is the
from pneumonia and consumption,
security
~V \that wonderful medicine, as it cures the most obstinate coughs and
inmiA*. \vura blood and nerve rem- colds. We have never known a singlealter
*
’Vim at his office, 34 Temple stance of a cold resulting in pneumonia
u.A.
taken.
been
had
and
Tar
unwill
and
Honey
*~8B.,
Foley’s
you
Farchbb.
strong and well.

on some

rigged ships from that port

every

on

sea

in the world, that “he was an honor to the
State of Maine” for the work he did. His
last work as a ship
was on the
far-famed schooner Governor Ames, at
Waldoboro. A sturdy, fearless man, he
was hones, in all his dealings, and will be
missed as another old landmark gone. He
was a member of the First Baptist church,
Brooklin. The funeral took place Saturafternoon at the home, Rev. Mr. Bailey

carpenter

day

officiating.
April 20.

Xenophon.

PRETTY MARSH.
Johnson is at work for A. J.

Albert
Carter.

Frank Haynes will return to his work at
Seal Harbor this week.

Mrs. Allen Freeman has been visiting
ber sister at West Tremont.
Leo Cousins has moved into the .house
owned by Harvey P. Freeman.
Mrs. VV. H. Freeman, who has been in
poor health for some time, is seriously ill.
Miss Lenora Johnson, who has employment at Bar Harbor, is at home for a

week.

Edith, wife of Ralph Driscoll,

died

14, after a week’s illness.
the remains to Milbridge Wednesday for burial. He was
Mrs.
Driscoll’s sister,
accompanied by
Miss Daisy Norton, who was called here
the
illness.
sister’s
Much
by
sympathy is
felt for the husband and infant son, and
for the other members of her family.
G.
April 20.

April
Tuesday,
Driscoll
Mr.

took

Plenty of Trouble
by stagnation of the

is caused
liver and
bowels. To get rid of it and headache
and biliousness and the poison that brings
jaundice, take Dr. King’s New Life Pills,
the reliable purifiers that do the work
w ithout grinding or griping.
25c. at E. G.
Moore’s drug store.
Receives Congratulation!.

|
You will soon receive the congratulations
j of your friends upon
your unproved appearance if you will take Foley’s Kidney Remedy,
it tones up the system and imparts new
|■ a*
life and vigor. Foley’s Kidney Remedy cures
i backache, nervous exhaustion and all forms
and bladder trouble. Commence
I of kidney
taking it to-day, G. A. Parchkr.

j

^tobfrttsnnmts,
WESTERN

ASSURANCE CO
TORONTO.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
Gross

you

imiiiue «*t

«>. W. Ta»-lev. Sec’y,
Fust Nat'l ttauK Bu>„
K|N*I. l*resiM**m

gives

LIABILITIES

DEC. 31, 1907.

Deposit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
surplus,

agents:

FRED C. LYNAM &
BAR HARBOR.
O. W. TAPLEY,
ELLSWORTH.
BOSTON

INSURANCE

BOSTON,

COMPANY,

MASSACHUSETTS.

ASSETS DEC.
Real estate,

COLONY

INSURANCE

BOSTON,

31, 1907.

Mortgage loans,

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 3
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplns,
$5,111,661 27
Agents;
r. CARROLL BURK 11.1.,
GEO. H. GRANT CO.,
OMAR W. TAPLEY,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Man.

comfort it is to yon;

a

can

readily

the loved

realize the

pleasure

^t

at home.

ones

ASSETS DEC. 31, 11107.
Mortgage loans.
Slocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets.
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

No letter you may

lOJlIMNY,

write,

or

telegram

MASSACHUSETTS.

you may

$117, 500 00
568,.6*7 41
40,i,093 76
70.,005 37
,8*2 09
110 00

comes

send,

with

can

hearing

convey the thrill that
your voice.

You know how you feel when you hear

admitted,

Admitted assets,
#766,073 65
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1907.
Net unpaid losses.
# 28,679 75
Unearne premiums,
210,809 59
All other liabilities,
15,700 19
Cash capital,
400,ouo 00
110.884 12
Surplus over all liabilities,

the voices of your wife and
you know how

Total liabilities and surplus,
#766.073 65
C. tv. A K. L. MASON, Agents.
ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK CO.. ME.

they

feel at

children,

hearing

and

yours.

It’s well worth while to

CASUALTY COMPANY OF AMERICA,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1907.
Stocks and bonds.
$1,469,670 78
Cash in office and bank.
166,328 58
550,840 91
Agents’balances,
15,764 67
Interest,

Look for

a

Gross assets,

DeprecuMioi. in securities.
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearne • premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capita),
Surplus overall liabilities.

$2,031,697
1907.

“Blue Bell”

93

$334,146 87

Segal Notices.

ktgal Ncrtui*.

all persons interested in either of tne estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of April, a. d. 1908.
following matters having been pre-

decoded. Petition that John M.
Vogell or some other suitable person be apadministrator of the estate of s^id
eceased, presented by Prances J. Laskey, an
heir of said deceased.
Mary J. Straw, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petition .that John M.
Vogell or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented y Frances J. Laskey, an
heir of said deceased
pg
Harriet 8. Davis, late of Wiffter Harbor, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Bedford
E. Tracy or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Parker L. Davis, widower of said deceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: T. K. Mahoney, Register.

To

JLcgal Xaticrn.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.—At a probate court held
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of April, in the year of
nine hundred and
oar Lord one thousand

THE

sented for the actiqn thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be giveu to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Eden
fifth day
ot
the
on
said
in
county,
May, a. d. 1908, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

eight.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
THOMAS W. TALOOTT, late of ARLINGTON,
in the county of Middlesex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
probate thereof in said county of Middlesex,
duly authenticated, having been presented to
the judge of probate for our said county of
Hancock for the purpose of being allowed,
filed and recorded in the probate court of
our said county of Hancock.
Oidered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hanof May
the filth day
to
cock.
prior
d.
a.
1908, that
ijiey may appear at
a probate court then to be held at Eden,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock iu the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. E. Mahoney. Register

A

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
will and testament
a

A
copy of the last
and codicil thereto of

MARY T. CLARK,
late of the city and county of Philadelphia,
and state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Pennsylvania. duly authenticated, having been preseated to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks succes
Ellsworth
American, a
sively in the
newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said
county of Hancock, prior to the fifth day of
May, a. d. 1908, that they may appear at a
probate court, then to be held at Eden,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and .show cause, if
auy thev have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Maiioney. Register.
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Hancock as:—Bar Harbor, Me., April 8. a. d.
1908.
been duly
11/ E, the undersigned,thehaving
Honorable Ed
W
appointed by
ward E. Chase, Judge of Probate within
to
and for said county, commissioners
and decide upon the claims of
receive
the creditors of John H.
Hopkins, late
of Eden, in said couuty, deceased, whose
estate has been represented insolvent, hereby
give public notice agreeably to the order of
said judge of probate, that three months
from and after the seventh day of April,
d.
allowed to said
a.
1908, have been
their
creditors to
and
piove
present
claims, and that we will attend to the
duty assigned us at the office of Harry M.
Conners, at Bar Harbor, in said Eden, on
Wednesday, the sixth day of May, and Wednesday, the twentieth day of May, a. d. 1908,
at 2 of the clock In the afternoon of each of
Harry M. Conners,
said days.
Herbert L. Graham,
Commissioners.

Sign

|

Total liabilities and surplus.
$2,031,697 93
PEARL & DENNETT CO General Agents,
BANGOR. ME.

eight.

31

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

Total liabilities and

OLD

$2,313,222

$2,313,222 31

Traveling

atibfruscinriUf

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
and for said county of Hancock,
in
Ellsworth,
on the seventh day of April, in the year of
hundred and
our Lord one thousand nine

assets.

Mr.

HOME.

$1,782,172 72
333,666 49
160,312 99
14,467 93
22,602 18

Admitted assets,

forget it,

You know what

will

OWN YOUK

Quincy

Pebble.

Jkere

a

A
IS now

a

Hazel Dell pasted up Saturday,
presumably to take on a cargo ol stone at
Bluebill.
The gasolene engine which Lewis and
Erastus Caudage will put in their motor
boat has come, and w ill be installed at

Tomhon.

j

patismakea

That “Good Night”

nMsworm Lq.iq ami Baillnc Ass’d.

a

Schooner

1

April

II

once.

SURRY.
Postmaster D. J. Curtis is having a room
finished in the A. O. U. W\ hall to be used
as a post office.
Capt. N. J. Kane, in the schooner
pictures gndjrieces of silver.
kMioeolai weal tcUUueb ill Saturday to load
OBITTAgT.
staves for New TOrtT
Samuel Dunbar, who has been ill since
There were no services in the Methodist
August, died suddenly of hemorrhage last church Sunday, as the pastor. Rev. W. 11.
taday morning, aged eighty-one years. Dunhaui, was in iioulton attending conMr. Dunbar was born in Penobscot within ference.
imileof the house where he died.
S. A. McGraw, driver on R. F. D. No. 2,
In early manhood he was employed was thrown from his
one day last
fora long period in the store of Witherle week. His horse left wagon
him to walk about
Bros,, Camne, where by his strict integ- two miles.
rity and faithful service he won the conFred B. Foss is painting the yacht
fidence of ail.
Later he bought what
Mystery. He will go to Buck’s Harbor
vu known as the Union store, and estaband
bring the yacht Aurora here about
lished the business which he hud since
followed, besides having the management May 1, and get her ready to go into commission
the first of June.
of his farm, upon which be made many
G.
improvements. He was postmaster here
April 20.
for several years.
The intelligent interest in all the activiEAST SURRY.
ties of life which was characteristic of
Miss Sarah Stinson has gone to Harringhim was manifest in a marked degree
ton to teach.
through bis long and trying illness. The I
Mrs. Julia A. Card is w'ith Mrs. D. W.
going out of such a life ia a distinct loss,
not only in the home where his greatest Winchester.
interests centered but alao in the com- i
Mrs. Henry Phillips is suffering with
aunity where he had so long lived.
her eyes.
He is survived
a
his
one
son,
by
wife,
The steamer Percy V. has been raised
laughter, stepdaughter, one grandson ;
Mdone brother-Capt. Bennett, of this j and beached. Capt. David Clossou did
the
job.
pace. The family has the sympathy of [
I
Weldon
who has been sufJu. The funeral service was at the home fering for Winchester,
weeks with blood poisoning,
Rev.
R.
C.
conducted
|
forenoon,
by
JJiday
for
treatment.
to
uouthitt. The
Bangor
interment was in the wiU|go
tillage cemetery.
Charles Stone expects to leave the last of
April 20.
H.
a
season as oiler on the 3,acht of
for
| April
H. 11. White, of Boston. He was in Boston
SElXiWlCK.
: recently and got a license as engineer.
Charles Sinclair is at home on a viait.
C.
April 20.
Frank E. Gray is building a piazza for
■•E. Friend.
ORLAND.
NORTH
S. H. Dority.
Mr*. C. D. White is having another at«
proprietor of Traveller’s
Home, is quite ill.
tack, of lumbago.
Frank Wiley Allen, of Boston, is with
Lorenzo Blaisdell, of East Orland, visited
to* parents for a few weeks’ visit.
friends here last week.
Mra. L. J. Sylvester has returned from
The
School begins here Monday.
«»ton and has gone
among the islands teacher boards at Will Billings’.
on business.
after
has
returned
Ginn
Norris
home,
Mias Grace Freethy, who has been at H.
being in the hospital about four weeks.
xoung’s during the winter, has re2turned
does not seem to
Ethel
Mrs.
Osgood
to Brook 1 in?
as much as her friends would desire.
Mrs. J. H. Lancaster is ill. It is feared gain
Miss Eliza Ginn has returned from
will result. Mrs. Lufkin, of
penmoiiia
Exeter, where she has had employment
tonehiU, is with her.
for the winter.
was an Easter concert at the
Mrs. Hattie Saunders, with her son
nurch Sunday
the
evening, under
Charles, is keeping house for her parents,
James Gibbons and wife, for a few' days.

4ftirrti8nncM&.

earn

slrnres, give

Alvin Young returned Friday from
business trip to Rockland.
H. D. Dow returned last week from

John ?. Lwh, of Camden, is spending
HALL QUARRY.
tew days here.
1
Miss Queenm Cook, of Monckton, N. B.,
Milton Ward veil baa returned to his is in town.
on* in Blnehill.
Morris Carey and wife leave to-day for
NaU»» Gray, of Penobscot, is working, their home at Wilton.
or Duncan Dan bar.
W. H. Henderson left for his home at
Merle Conner hi« employment with Redstone, N. H., last week.
ioratioCriein Castine.
James
Harkins hns gone to his home at
Merle Leach, th? baby boy of Harris
Waldoboro, where he has employment.
.each and wife, \* recovering from a critiJohn Collett and wife have returned to
al illness with croup.
their home in Waldoboro, after a short
Miss Atble Hutchins, who has been livhere.
stay
ne with Mrs. Clara Dunbar, ois returned
Harvey Perkins has bis household goods
oher home in West Penobscot.
packed, and will move to Minturn this
The many friends here of Bradley Little- week.
keld ar»- glad to know that he has returned
Miss Julia Camobell has returned to
in
health.
much
jom Hebron
improved
Waterville, where she is attending Coburn
Capt. Ezra Conner is at home, while the classical institute.
Kbooner Fred A. Emerson is being reCampbell & Macoruber have opened
paired before proceeding to South Penob- their
quarry at the Nubble, where they
icot to load staves.
have a job to be shipped rough.
Miss Helen M. Dunbar, who was called
ion*

is whntymir money will
invested m shares of the

NORTH BROOKUN.

Qooae Rock light station.
Sewell D. Tapley and Sylvester Gray
have finished pressing twenty tons of
hay, which is to be shipped to Islesboro.
We have three daily steamers leaving
West Brooksville, steamers Golden Rod
and Silver *Star making daily trips to Belfast, and the Tremont daily trips to

G.

ELLSWORTH.

tJanhmij.

when

to

eresened.
April 20.

COUNTY SUPPLY CO..

the

—

Percy Mills left to-day for Bangor to
join the yacht Aria. Hallie Mills returned

rendered, a mi delicious refreshments

in

are in town, called here by the illness
death of Mrs.
Hinckley's father,
Horace Batchelder.
The community has again been called
upon to mourn another sudden death, that
or Horace|N. Batchelers, who died
Friday,
April 17, after a short illness of grip and
pleurisy. Mr. Batcheler will be greatly
missed in this place. For nearly twenty
years he had held the position as night
watchman at the Farnsworth Packing Co.
He leaves a widow, two daughters-Mrs.
Louise Hinckley, of Stonington, and Mrs.
Annie Blake, of this place, and one son
Karl, besides several grandchildren and
one sister
living in Massachusetts. A
husband and father and a kind
loving
friend and neighbor has gone to his reward. The sympathy of the community
is extended to the bereaved family.
Une Femme.
April 20.

ness.

*i

address

flakes Cooking Easy

and

for Rockland.
Capt. L*on Littlefield, of schooner
Caroline Kreiscber, is loading a mixed
cargo for Ragged island.
B. H. Leach and M. A. Wardwell were
in Fairfield Wednesday
attending the
democratic district convention.
The Methodist Sunday school gave an
Easter concert Sunday evening. Much
credit is due the children and the committee in charge for the creditable manner in which the
programme was rendered.
April 20.
Woodlocke.

■ff

uenwood

ton,

Capt. Perkins, schooner Minnie Chase,

"Jwfntar

rin.Znn1

ening, May 29.
Gardner Hinckley and wife, of Stoning-

sailed Saturday with wood

Lrn«i

Shorter Hours forWomen

ing a week here, returned to Melrose,
Mass., Saturday.
Miss Grace Tapley has returned from
Lawrence, Mass., where she has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Will Cousins.
Rev. Mr. Chaplin, of Rockland, will

and

Thursday.
improved his house
greatly by the addition of a piazza.
A. E. Varnum and wife spent
Saturday
and Sunday in Blnehill with relatives.
C. K. Bridges and wife visited Mrs.

$

Sbbntteramita.

Augustus N. Osgood, late of Bluehill, in said

instrument
A certain
deceased.
to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Ernest L. Osgood, the executor therein named.
Hhoda Z. M. Teel, late of Frenchboro, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Sophrouia d.
Teel, the executrix therein named.
Is'dore Cornwallis, late of Castine. in said
First account of Augustine
countv. deceased.
H. Folsom, executor, filed for settlement.
Also private ac :ount of Augustine H. Folsom,
executor, filed for allowance against said escounty,

purporting

tate.

)\

j

]

I

|

Alfred Swazey, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Fourth and last account of
Charlotte R. Swazey, executrix, filed for settlement.
Sarah M. G. Colby, late of Bucksport, tn
said countv, deceased. First and final account
of Henry K. Andrews, executor, filed for set
tlement.
Thomas M. Pierce, late of Lamoine, in said
First account of George
county, deceased.
E. Pierce, administrator, filed for settlement.
John H. Hopkins, late of Eden, in said
First and final account of
county, deceased.
Walter C. Hopkins and Hattie M. Higgins,
administrators, filed for settlement.
Charles II. Clos'-on. late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Final account of Henry W.
Sargent, administrator with the will annexed,
filed for settlement.
Daniel Ladd, late of Tremont. in slid counFirst account of Emerson D.
ty, deceased.
Ladd, adru.uistrator, fi ed for settlement.
Thomas M. Pierce, late of Lamoine (formerly of Mount Desert), in said county, d<Third and flual account of B. E.
ceased.
Clark, guardian, filed for settlement.
Caroline H. Stanley, late of Cranberry Isles,
Petition filed by
in said county, deceased.
Lewis G. Stanley, administrator, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs o'
said deceased the amount remaining in the
hands of said administrator, upon the sci tlement of his first account.
John J. Bridges, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Thegdore
H. Smith, executor, for license to sell certain
real estate of said deceased, as described in
said petition.
Frank E. Closson, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition filed by A. C.
county, deceased.
Hagertby. administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Samuel B. Freethy, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Frank W.
Cole (licensed to sell certain real estate of the
estate of said deceased), that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said deceased the amount letnaining in the hands of
said Frank W. Cole, upon the settlement of
his first and final account.
Thomas M. Pierce, late of Lamoino, in said
couuty, deceased. Petition filed by George E.
Pierce, administrator, that an order be issued to distribute amonp the heirs of said deceased the amount remaining in the hands of
said administrator, upon the settlement of his
first account.
Minnie L. Hale, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased. First account of Herbert
H. Hale, administrator, filed for settlement.
Fred E. Straw, late of Castine, in said

countv,

Sointed

NOTICE or KOKECLUSUKh.
11THERF. A8 F. H. Powers, of Penobscot,
Hancock county, Maine, by his mortV?
gage d*ed, dated the first day of June, a. d.
1901, and recorded in the Hancock registry of
deeds, book 409, page id:), couveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain piece of land, with all
buddings thereon, lying in said Penobscot,
and bounded as follows:
Beginning at the
easterly corner of land now or once owned by
Hiram Clement on north side of road leading
from Orland to Castine; thence running
northerly on sa-d road six rods and nineteen
links to land of the late John H. Clement or
to the north butment of the Clement bridge,
so-called; thence north sixty-five degrees
west to the shore of Penobscot river; southerly by said shore to land of said Hiram
Clement; thence south sixty degrees east to
said road or place of beginning, containing
five acres, more or less, and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, I
claim a foreclosure of the same and give this
notice for that purpose.
fino. M. Warren.
April 8. 1908.
subscribers. Adam Campbell, of the
Borough of Manhattan, city, county and
state of New York, and Charles W. Hand, of
the Borough of Brooklyn, county of Kings,
and state of New York, hereby give notice
that we have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and
testament and codicil
thereto of
ALEXANDER MMTLAND, late of said
NEW YORK.
deceased, no bonds being required bv the
terms of said will him! codicil thereto, and have
appointed Edward B. .Ytears.of *6 Mount Desert
street, Bar
Harbor. Eden. Hancock county,
Maine, our agent in s;«id State of Maine.
All persons having demands against the
estate of the said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payAdam Campbell.
ment immediately.
Cbas. W. Hand.
Match 9,1908.

THE

thill
hereby gives
rpilEhesubscriber
has been duty appointed executor
A.
of the last will and testament of
MARY L. LYNAM, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imA H. Lvnam.
mediately.
Bar Harbor, April 8, 1908.
rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
A she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
SETH K. HINCKLEY, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
bonds as the law directs.
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Helen M. Hinckley.
Bluehill, April 8. 1908.

given

Subscribe for The American

v t

Sbbcrtifrnunti.
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FARMERS’ WIVES TELL WHAT THEY KNOW ABOUT

PE-RU-NA

Peruna Is Used In the Farm
er’s Home for all Sorts of
Catarrhal Ailments.

Vlrs

\

1

Magdalena Winkler/

Now Perfectly

Tor children's

Healthy.

C«Us.

Mrs. Magdalene
Mrs. Henry
Winkler, Route
M t, r t i c
X,«
Westminster, Md., Motte, is
ft.
writes:
K. No *. M'ri Tes;
“I thank you very
“Aiter suSermuch foi your eJ
iijt tor some
vice. I cau safely tome with sore
eyea I was advised hy
say that Ferv.na and a fuend to try Pertras, which I did
Man&lln have saved at once.

/

I

my life.

“The first bottle relieved me, and
[
after using four bottles I was entirely
•cured.
MI do recommend Peruna to all who f
are afflicted with catarrh.
1 have
found it to be a great remedy also for
|
coughs and colds of children ; a dope
at bedtime will relieve them from
couching all night. I always keep it on
hand, and recommend it.”
The Farmer’s Wife.
Catarrh for Seven Years.
Who
in a hotter position to know than the farmer’s wife herself what
Mrs. T. Freeh, R. R. No. 1, Hickory
is required in the farmer’s home ? She must meet its troubles, solve its probPoint,Tenn., writes: “I am happy to
lems, ward off disease, nurse the sick, she must do all these things herself,
tell you that I am cured of catarrh. 1
and she learns by valuable experience what is !>est and what is not best.
have followed your good and kind adIn nnmborlcfs farm homes Peruna is relied upon as the family medicine.
vice faithfully. I bless the clay when I
Peruna t«ooks are consulted ia health and disease. Peruna is used as a prevenwrote you of my condition, and I will
tive as well as a corrective in disease.
always praise Peruna. I think it is one
The wives of the farm< rs of the United Slates constitute a solid phalanx
of the grandest medicines on earth.
in favor of Peruna. Against this testimony the slanders of a few critics will
“Having been afflicted with catarrh
not prevail. One sensible mistress of a farm home who has used Peruna
and stomach trouble for seven years,
knows more about Peruna than all the magazine critics in the world.
and after having tried four different
doctors they only relieved me for a little
of two children.
I cruris in Her Home.
while. I gave up all hope of being cured.
“I owe it all to Pernna. I wonkl not
I only weighed one hundred and thirty
Mrs. Anna Linder, R. J\ P. Vo.Da*!pounds, and was so weak I could harcii\ pc 1, Met kc/ Co., Minn., writes: “For two !h» without that great tonic for ten time*
I s-v. Sored wi:h that terrible dis- its wet, for I am well and strong now,
get around the room.
and cannot speak in too high terms of
“I was induced to try Peruna. and to e .sc, chronic catarrh,
“!'« r lunate iy I saw your advertise- its vaiue as a medicine.”
my greatsurprisc I am now entirely wod.
My weight is now one hundred and ment in my paper and T spoke to my gisIn a letter dated June 12,1906, Mrs. Lineighty-eight pounds, my health never ttrt'iotit your medicine. She wrote to der writes: “I cannot express my thanks
*
wr.s better in my life,
I shall always y**n r: d I
TO* rr. 'ri.-c f-* cof < harjrc*. * nough to you for all the good
your modioino
rtnrje for m« and my family.
praise Dr. Hartman and his remedies.

I wrote tc
yon the first time,
asking your advice,
my condition was
so poor that I did
not expect to live
through the winter,
but now I am perfectly neaitny.
Indigestion and Nervousness.
“I cannot praise your medicine
Mrs. Lenora Bodenhamer, K. F. D. 1, enough, and I recommend it to others.”
Box 89, Kernersville, North Carolina,
Catarrh of Stomach.
writes the following letter to The
Mrs. Mary Allen, Route 6, Franklin.
Parana Drug
Com“When

Manufacturing

pany:
“I suffered with stomach trouble and
Indigestion for some time, and nothing
that I ate agreed with me.
“I was very nervous and experienced
a continual feeling of uneasiness and
fear.
“I took medicine from the doctor, but
It did me no good. I found in one of
your Feruna books a description of my
symptoms. I then wrote to Dr. Hartman for advice. Be said I had catarrh
of the stomach.
"I took Feruna and Manalin and followed his directions and can now say
that 1 feel as well as I ever did.
“I hope that all who are afflicted with
the same symptoms will take Feruna,
as it has certainly currd me.”

Tenn.,

writes:

“I

glad

am

am

well of

Wednesday, April 29,1908,
O’CLOCK A.

M.,

for the purpose of nominating a candidate
for Congress to be voted for at the State election, Monday, September 14, 1908.
To select two district delegates and two alternates to attend the National Republican
Convention to be held at Chicago, Illinois,
June 16,1908, and transact any other business
that may properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventv-five votes cast for the republican candidate for governor in 1906 an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional dele-

gate.

Vacancies in the delegation of any city,
town or plantation can only be filled by a resiof the county in which the vacancy

dent^

The district committee will be in session in
the reception room of the hall at nine o’clock,
on the
morning of the convention, fcr the
purpose of receiving the credential of delegates. Delegates in order to be eligible to
participate in the convention, must be elected
subsequent to the date of the call for this
convention.
Per order District Committee,
Joshua W. Black.
W, H. Wildes.
Fred G. Kinsman.
W. H. Davis.

BROOKSVILLE.
Young is gaining slowly.
The ice went out of Walker’s pond
Mrs. Charles

April

16.

Lester Wescott, who is employed on
Holbrook’s island, spent Sunday at home.
L. C. Roberts is removing the old barn
on the J. W. Babson place, and is to build
a hen-house at his own home.
Marion Saunders has returned home,
after spending the winter with her grandparents, James L. Saunders and wife, of
Horth Bluehill.
Mrs. Etta Cousins returned home Sunday from East Bluehill, where she h*s
been visiting her son Roy, who was reported to be failing but *s gaining slowly.
Warren Arnold, three-year-old son of
Everett Bowden, is critically ill. l>rs.
Hagerthy, Ware well and Tapley performed an operation on him Sunday,
hoping to save his life. Much sympathy is
felt for his parents.

April

20.

A.

Two Inky Ways.
There

was a man

who advertised but

because it didn’t

fust
bring him customers by score,
advertising is a fake,” he said, or rather

“All

He seemed to think one hammer tap would
drive a nail clear in;
That from a bit of tiny thread a weaver tents
could spin.
If he this reasoning bright applied to eating,
doubtless he
Would claim one little bite would feed ten
men a

century.

Some

day, tho’, he will learn that to make advertising pay,

He’ll have to add ads to this ad and advertise
eaeh day.
New York Sun.
—

thankful to

you

your advice. If it had not been for
I would never have been well.
“I had three physicians. One of them
told my has band that he could not
Peruna

j

cure me.

“I had been sick about nine months
a friend asked me to try Peruna
to gratify her; so I commenced taking
it.
“I can eat and walk and work. Everybody says 1 look as well as I ever did.
*‘Oh, you don’t know how tha-kful I
when

do feel to you.
I have pot several other
take l'cruna.
I praise it
4

people

to

every-

lo

j body.”

Miss Bernice Lord
land over Sunday.

was

for additional

Monday to East
employment for

County Newt

tee

NEWS.

The first baseball game for the season
played Saturday with Bluehill acadeThe score w’as 17-2 in favor of the
j my.

J

was

team. Monday, as there was no
I remodelling the interior. The cellar wall • seminary
school, a game was played with the town
is being relaid.
team.
12-7 m favor of the town
Score,
N. C. Ayer and wife, who have been vis- team.

iting here for several days, left on ThursThe Oak
Hill commercial club has
day of last week for Lincoln for three
the follow ing officers for the spring
days’ visit with Mr. A\er s parents. They j elected
returned Monday to Bangor where they j term: President, Burleigh Swan, Franklin; vice-president, A. L. Carter, East Mawill live.
chias; secretary, Helen Borland, BucksA telegram was received here Sunday j
Goldie Davis, Bucksport.
from Pasco. Wash., announcing the death port; treasurer,
The following committees were appointed
of Mrs. Edwin Dews, and was received
the
by
president: Publicity, Geneva Page,
with def p regret by the family’s many ; A.
L. Carter, M. A. Price, Marion Gibbs,
friends. Mr. and Mrs. Dews went West
Albert Snow. Exhibits and awards. Kate
about two years ago. Mrs. Dews leaves, j
F. B. Pine, Gertrude Davis, Lilbesides her husband and two young sons, Hooper,
lian Rich, Irving Hills.
Membership,
her parents—Charles A. Gray and wife, and
Ruth Gibbs, R. C. Small, Sarah M. Lowell,
one sister—Mrs. Frank Thompson, all of
Hutchins, Etta Smith. Room decoraGuy
Wash.
Pasco,
tions, R. R. Brown, Harry Page, Margaret rheumatic fever.
Easter Sunday was observed with special Cowan, Dana Robbins, Susie Buck.
Horace Wescott has arrived home from
music at the morning service. The Sunthe woods, w here he has been employed
day school rendered the following proDEER ISLE.
the past six months.
gramme in the evening: Opening chorus,
The Greenlaw district sehoolhouse has
processional; selection, choir- scripture
D.
April 20.
reading ana prayer, Supt. B. B. Whitcomb; been painted and put in first-class conrecitation, Sadie Kane; singing, school; dition.
MANSET.
recitations, Madeline Fernald, Beatrice
Elmer Dow, Ernest Pickering and Fred
Sunday, April 19, the J. T. Morse made
Steele; song, six girls; recitations. Hittie
left this week for the season’s her first trip here for the season.
Googins, Bessie Lake; song, Clarence Joyce
yachting.
Harry Brown and Lewis Robinson have
Foster; recitation, Louise Young; Easter
The high school girls and lady teachers established a repair shop for naphtha boats
exercise, six children; song, four girls;
selection, choir; recitation, Alice Lake; have organized a basket ball team, and in a building which they have rented of
_

exercise,

three

girls;

recitation,

Viola

Googins; selection, choir; solo. Miss
Bertha Joy; recitation, Alice Clough;
remarks. Rev. J. D. Prigmore; singing,
school; benediction.

The
bean

SEAL HARBOR.
Golden Rule society held

baked
was well
a

Saturday

met at town hall

for

observed here by two
Sunday
concerts, one in the morning by the Congregational Sunday school the congregations of both churches in attendance, and
one in the
evening at the Methodist
church. The church was crowded with interested friends. The exercises by the Sunday school pupils at both churches were
excellent, the motion songs and recitations being especially pretty. The special
music by the male and female quartette
was

greatly appreciated.
April 20.

was

Spray.

has returned home.

Mrs. Fannie Howard, who has been very
Miss Alice Howard, of
with her for awhile.
Services were held in the church Easter
The
morning by Rev. Mr. McPhertis.
church was prettily decorated with flow-

ill, is better.
Brooksville, is

ers.

practice.

Miss Hazel Friend left Wednesday for
Myron King.
Richard, only child of Everett G. Stan- South Wear®, N. H., where she expects to
ley and wife, aged six months, died Easter teach. She will visit friends in Boston a
Sunday of pneumonia. The sympathy of few days.
The music was especially good.
all friends and neighbors is extended to
G. M. Allen has a new
naphtha launch
The funeral of the late John Scott took the parents.
in the pond. Mr. Allen ana
family have
at
the
place
Rev. Clarence Emery and w ife, of St. been out trying her speed and having a
Congregational church
Wednesday, Rev. L. M. Bos worth officiat- George, are receiving congratulations on pleasure trip.
ing. It was attended by Marine lodge, the birth of a daughter (Isabel Frances).
April 20.
Rae.
Pine Tree chapter, Harbor View chapMr. Emery was formerly pastor of the
ter of E. S. ana I. O. U. W., of which Manset
church.
Baptist
WALTHAM.
orders Capt. Scott was a member. The
Mad.
April 20.
-Mrs. Pbena Giles and Mrs. Charles Jorfloral
were

Capt. George

in the schooner

Holden and wife arrived
Florence Leland Sunday

L.

from Stockton Springs.
The Easter concert was a success, but
owing to storm not many attended. It

!

Keith*ft Theatre, Boston.
Houdini at Keith’s next week ! That is
what is coming—a brief engagement by
the greatest drawing card Boston vaudeville has ever known. Since his last appearances in Boston Hondini has appeared
in nearly all of the great cities in this
country, and he has yet to meet with defeat. lie has invented several new' stunts,
the most startling of w hich consists of being confined in a mammoth can filled with
water, necessitating his being submerged
before the cover can be locked on. He
will be open to accept a number of challenge tests Airing his stay, which will be
for two weeks only.
The bill surrounding Houdini will be a
most pleasing affair. It will include the
La Sea la sextette, an organization of Italian operatic singers, Claude and Fannie
Usher in their sketch, “Fagin’s Decision,”
one of the big hits of the season, Marion
Garson, comedienne, Apdale’s animals, a
troupe of performing quadrupeds, Joe

repeated next Sunday evening. II
Hannah Holden arrived home last
Wednesday from Port Jefferson, N. Y., |
where she has been with her daughter,
Derning, monologist; the Kemps, in a
Mrs. A. L. Haskell, the past winter. Her novel ragtime
turn; Delmore and Oneida,
son George H. accompanied her home.
who do a Japanese perch act; the La
H.
Velles, acrobatic dancers, and new kinetoApril 20.
graph pictures.
will

be

Mrs.

GOULDSBORO.
The Easter concert in the Methodist
Carpenter-Morton Roofing will give you
protection that iron, tin or shingles church Sunday evening was a complete
will, but it will not rot like shingles, or success. Much credit is due the children
rust like tin and iron.
It is a non-con- for the fine rendering of their parts, and
ductor of heat and cold and is more durable to Mrs. Jemima Tracy for her painstaking
and less expensive than either of the Roof work as manager. Miss Marie Rolfe as
Coverings mentioned. It is guaranteed to organist is also deserving muc^i praise.
last for years. H. F. Wescott will show Following is the programme: Organ volyou this guarantee.
untary; song, choir; prayer, superintenevery

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Eaton, of Deer Isle, who has been
her
visiting
daughter, Mrs. Harry Pert,

Easter concert in the Congregational church Sunday evening had a most
excellent programme and well carried out.

Maine Central.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

regular, my appetite good, ■]
complexion clear, my eyes are bright
and I am gaining In flesh aid
strength.
“I think Pernna has no equal Ml
catarrh remedj.”
are

The

supper April 8, which
patronized.
Col. James, of Washington, D. C., was
in town Tuesday looking over the cottages
tributes
many and beautiful.
that are for rent, w ith the idea of hiring He leaves a widow and eleven children.
one for the coming summer.
Capt. and Mrs. Scott were the parents of
James McCrae returned Thursday from twenty children.
a trip to Bangor on the schooner Puritan.
Rex.
April 20.
He has now* shipped with B. W. Candage
as cook on the stone sloop Evelyn Thaw.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
R. E. Campbell is repairing the grade
The Sunday school elected officers April
wall along the shore in front of his cot19, the same as last year.
tage.
Capt. Charles Small has returned to
A. E. Clement has a crew at work on a
New York to join the steam yacht Ramcement w’alk in front of W. H. Whitbler.
more’s store and Clement & Billings’ marTen men came Thursday to commence
^
building a new steamboat wharf for the
A.
April 20.
Easter

Miserable With Catarrh.
Mrs. Uettle Green, R. R. o, Inki, HI
writes! “Last November I hadcatanl
and felt so miserable, I thought tin
would go Into consumption.
“I tried so many doctors and mid
oines, but nothing did me any good,oai
Pernna.
“After I began the use of Pemnt
began to improve in every way.
“My head does not hurt so much
my stomach is all right, my bonl

COUNTY NEWS*.

other paget

BUCKSPORT.
E. M. C. S.

This spring; I took cold and it
settlsdl
my kidneys. At first I thought It tn
kidney trouble.
“I took Pernna as directed on ti
bottle and In a few days I w as
allrigh
so I owe
my health to Dr. Hartm
and his remedy.”

dent; Lord’? prayer in concert; recitation, j
Beulah Moore; ‘excercise, nine children;
For additional County .Vwi •«« other page*
song, children; exercise, primary class;
recitation, Gladys Rolfe;
song, choir; j
and
Nettie
recitation
Rolfe; j
song,
WEST BROOKIJN.
recitation, Lola Spurling; exercise, cbiidren; recitation, Jeff Spurling; recitation, ! Maud Willey is at work in the clam facthree girls; solo, Flora Foes; exercise.
tory at Sfedgwick.
Frank Bridges has moved his family to
Myrtle Young, five girls and choir; offering; recitation, Huldah Young; “Telling White Island for the summer.
the Easter Story,” six girls; song, chois.,
Susan
Bridges has gone to West
Jen.
Tremont to visit her son Fred.
April 2D.
W’insor Bridges has gone to Melrose,
NORTH BLUEHILL.
Mass., to visit relatives for a few weeks.
E. S. Haskell lost a valuable brood mare
Miss Ida Morse, who is teaching here,
Saturday.
spent a few days recently at |her home in
There will be a benefit ball at grange Bluehill.
hall May 1.
Harold Powers, who has been visiting
Nellie Gray, of North Penobscot, is relatives here, has gone to Melrose for a
few days.
working for Mrs. Abby Cushing.
M*s. Alendell Franks will return to her
Mrs. Frank Johnson, who has been
home in Bath Thursday, after four weeks visiting her sister, Mrs. C. D. Carter, has
with her mother, who has had a severe at- gone to ner home on Deer Isle.
tack of the grip.
Mrs. Maud Wells, who has been here
Mrs. Freeman Grindle returned Sunday earing for her mother, Mrs. Isaac Bridges,
from Penobscot
where she has been has returned to Melrose, Mass.
caring for Mrs. Ada Cain, w ho is ill with
B.
April 20.

COUNTY NEWS.

home from Port-

The raising of the parsonage was completed on Friday. It was a remarkably
quick job, and the carpsnters are at work

once—a

single line;
la spot secure he placed his ad and paid for it
And

sincerely

Percy E. Flood went
Machias where he has
.he summer.

City Hall, Waterville,
11

am

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

CONVENTION

WILL BE HELD IX

AT

to be able to tell yoo that I
catarrh of the stomach, for

for

THE THIKU D STRICT

REPUBLICAN

I

which

)Nrs.Hettie Green.]

]

Keeley

Cure for drunkenness and

drug-using is not a new thing. Maine’s
Keeley Cure is in Portland. It
! has had over 27 years’ experience, and
own

dan are ill.
Mrs. Mary Pettengill is visiting relatives in Trenton.
Mrs. Stephen Jordan is
visiting her parents in Winterport.

George Stanley, sr., and wife, who
through the winter,

been in Brewer
returned.

have
have

Schools began April 13, with Miss Mary
Curtis, of Bluehili, and Miss Isabel Jordan, of this place, as teachers.
Adelbert Crosby and wife, who have
1 been visiting Mrs. Crosby’s mother, Mrs.
Helen Haslern, have returned to Hancock.
April 20.
H.
WEST STONINGTON.
Hugh Barbour is working for George
Turner.
Stephen Small returned from Portland

Tuesday.

Mrs. Flossie Hendrickson, who has been
on the sick list, is
improving.
Grace Gott has returned from
BroolAin,
where she has been
visiting her mother,*
who is ill.
Avery Fifleld and wife have returned
from Boston, where
they have been spending the winter.

April

20.

v

p

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Gilman J. Stanley is still
suffering
thousands have been reclaimed greatly from a sore hand.
to manhood, and are filling positions
The fishermen have been
of
of honor and trust. Patients received late, owing to the inclementdoing poorly
weather.
I at any time.
Mrs. Cajp Turner and
son, of Northeast

|i mauy

Harbor,

are

vUiling relatives and fria

here.

Rev. C. B. Bowles pleached a fine
Sunday morning in the union n

moo

ing* house.

Schools are in session taught by X
Soule, of Patten, and Miss Grace,
Mil bridge.
The searoast missionary boat. Morel
Star, was successfully launched fromSti
ley’s dock Saturday.
Mrs. Rose Wedge seems to be gainii
slowly from the effects of four operatic
I

her head and face

on
performed
Last ten weeks.

and friends

in

t

here

The many relatives
! Mrs.
Lena Ladd Worcester were pained
| hear of the death of her husband, Apn'

had been mam

at Mariaville.
They
-leaa than four months.

April

20.

3fcfcrrt{ftfmrnt&

Stomach?

How Is Your
Easy Way

to

Strengthen

and 6

It

Well.
t

A good digestive system, one
acts so that you do not know that?
have a stomach, is God’s birthright
woman.
svery man—to every
tui
If digestion is weak, if food
I
into gas, if you suffer after eating,
and out I
you are sleepless, nervous
disea*
sort*—then the stomach is

and prompt action should be
bmW
W. A. Ennis, a well-known
*
in Syracuse, tell* an easy **?

takeoj

and get
strengthen the stomach
StomM
be writes: “Mi-o-na
when
naelnoi
Tablets have done more for
t
week than all the doctors
careyears I was under their
^
mo
to Ml-o- na, I can work once
flrat time In over a year
,1
It is an easy thing to
y
stomach and cure indigestion
Mi-o-na. Get a 50-cent
A. Parcher with bis
fund the money unless the
does all that ia claimed for

9l^eI ®L6[18i!

bolfro»f

8uaral,tfer.me(
it.___

An

Invaluable

Family
Reined;
Hampden

Corner.

14. ■?
f
“Would say in regard to ‘1..
wood's Bitters they tre mvalu»
cc.»es of indigestion, biUousne
»
headache, etc. I would not
out them in the house for farm
Yours respectfully.
Mrs. Mery &v

August

The “L. F.” Atwood's Bine
earned a great reputation •
sickness and promoting lit/rot.
are
the ‘'family physician,
household
remedy in t-‘—

homes—always handy—al
ways reliable and
store, 35c.

efhea

t

t

